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ABSTRACT

STRAIGHT FROM THE POT:
CUISINE AND POWER IN WEST AFRICA AND IN THE EPIC OF SUNJATA
Hannah Victoria Nelson
Master of Arts
with major in
World Arts
The Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, June 2018
Supervising Professor: Dr. Robin P. Harris
In this thesis I study the activity of cuisine in Guinea-Conakry and its
representation in the literary tradition of Sunjata. Many key events involving women in
the epic of Sunjata center on their role as cooks and cuisine provides female protagonists
with the resources they use to demonstrate their power and competence. Not only does
cuisine take on heroic proportions in this Mande literary tradition, but it also continues to
play an important social function in modern Guinea. Through the activity of cuisine,
Mande diaspora women in Conakry demonstrate artistic ability that is both acknowledged
and respected by men. I explore the activity of cuisine both through library research
involving comparisons of a variety of published versions of Sunjata, and through
fieldwork in Guinea-Conakry where I focused on values and perspectives regarding
cuisine.
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INTRODUCTION
In this thesis I analyze two levels of culinary experience in West Africa: the
primary level, expressed by women through the daily performance of cuisine and the
culinary experience of consumers, and the secondary level, at which cuisine intersects
with feminine heroism in the Sunjata epic of Mali and Guinea. This project, therefore,
touches on a variety of themes pertaining to multiple academic fields. Drawing on
theories from folkloristics, I consider characterization in the Sunjata epic tradition and the
social function of cuisine as a marker of identity in modern Guinea. The Sunjata epic
describes the founding of the Mande Empire of the thirteenth century and bears the name
of its founder.1 Laye, in his novel Le Maître de la Parole, explains that the name
originated from the contraction of Sogolon-Diata (1978:132).2 The descendants of
Sunjata bear the clan surname Keita.
The medieval Mande Empire encompassed primarily what is today northeastern
Guinea and southern Mali (Conrad 2004: xiv). The Mande peoples, however, inhabit a
much larger region in modern Africa, and speak seventy-four different but related
languages,3 including Maninka (or French Malinké), Bamana (or Bambara), Mandinka,
Dyula (or Jula), and others (Conrad 2004: xiv). Conrad notes that “there are many other
culturally related groups located between southern Mauritania, western Burkina Faso,
northern Liberia, and the Atlantic coast of Senegambia” (2004: xiv). For my project, I
1

Alternate spellings of the hero’s name include Son-Jara (Johnson 1992), and Soundiata (Niane 1960), and
Sunjata (Conrad 2004).
2
This contraction is also noted by Conrad (2004: 5).
3
https://www.ethnologue.com/subgroups/mande
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relied largely on library research regarding current work on Sunjata, as well as on
theories in food studies. I also traveled to Guinea-Conakry to conduct fieldwork.
The map in Figure 1 shows the area inhabited by Mande peoples. Although the
city of Conakry, the capital of Guinea, lies beyond the limits of the geographical area
occupied by Mande peoples, Conakry is home to a diverse community of different ethnic
groups, including Fulani (or Peul), Malinké, Soussou, Baga, and others. I focused on the
Malinké but also interacted with women of other ethnicities, finding significant overlap
in their various approaches to cuisine and the culture surrounding the preparation and
consumption of food.

Figure 1. A map of the area inhabited by Mande peoples.4 Used by permission.

4

http://www.worldhistory.biz/sundries/36354-oral-tradition-and-mali-s-history.html
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The griot is a key figure within the Sunjata epic tradition. Conrad defines griots as
“the hereditary oral artists responsible for maintaining the lively oral discourse that
recalls the alleged deeds of the early ancestors, keeping them and their exploits alive in
the community’s collective memory” (2016: xi). In Malinké, these bards are known as
jeliw (sing. jeli) (Conrad 2004: xi). The jeliw employ their verbal art in many different
styles and genres, but the one I am presently concerned with is the epic. Johnson
emphasizes the fact that “epics are poems” (1992: 7), adding that some of the defining
features of epics include poetic language, heroic content, great length, multigeneric
qualities, legendary belief structure, multifunctionality, and traditional transmission
(1992: 7-11). My research centers on one aspect of the heroic content: the culinary
activities of heroines.
In Chapter 1, I discuss the placement of my research within the overall field of
Sunjata studies, food studies, and women’s studies, and in Chapter 2, I explore the
literature of the three fields relevant to this project. I survey studies that deal with food
and identity, the symbolism of food, and the uses of food in the epic of Sunjata. I also
consider studies relevant to gender roles in West Africa, and the representation of
heroines as cooks in the Sunjata epic.
In Chapter 3, I situate my research within the field of folkloristics and describe
the context of my fieldwork. My drum teacher in Dallas, Texas, Moussa Diabaté,
graciously made it possible for me to travel to Guinea-Conakry and work with his
relatives there. Moussa was also the first griot to introduce me to the story of Sunjata, and
he encouraged me to pursue the theme of food and cuisine in the epic. I spent two weeks
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in Conakry with Moussa’s family, learning to cook and traveling around the city
interviewing Malinké griots. The scope of my fieldwork was limited, but adequate for my
purposes, and it revealed interesting areas for future research.
In Chapter 4, I focus on three passages in the Sunjata epic in which female
protagonists behave heroically because of, or through the activity of cooking. I consider
the complementary roles of men and women in food provision, the honor of a woman
both manifested and challenged through her cooking, and finally, the connection between
food and identity illustrated in the epic. In Appendix A, I include a list of the variants of
the epic to which I refer in this work (some of which include prose retellings and novels),
but my default reference text is Conrad’s 2004 version (a transcription of a performance
by the griot Djanka Tassey Condé).
I include several references in my study both to Niane’s (1960) and Laye’s (1978)
prose retellings, although they are reconstructed texts. I felt that these were important to
acknowledge because of the contribution these two men have made to the field and their
pioneering role in bringing the epic to the non-Mande community. Conrad (1992) also
highlights the importance of consulting many versions in the search for historical
information, stating:
Whether it be the Niane version or any other, the practice of consulting only one or at
best a few variants of the Sunjata corpus lessens the chance of surmounting the
already formidable difficulties involved in sifting this material for useful information.
(Conrad 1992: 148)
Although in my thesis I explore cultural themes rather than historical ones, I still
considered it important to consult several versions to gain a more comprehensive picture.
In this thesis, I refer to seven complete versions, including Niane (1960) and Laye’s
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(1978) reconstructed texts, and also to Belcher’s (1999) and Kesteloot & Dieng’s (1997)
compilations and summaries. In Appendix B, I include a chart of the main characters and
the various name spellings I have encountered.
In Chapter 5, I describe my culinary experience in Conakry, analyzing cuisine
from Schrag’s seven-lens approach (2013b; see also Schrag and Van Buren 2018) and
showing that women exercise artistry and authority within the culinary domain. This
cultural feature is also manifest in the Sunjata epic, in which women enact heroism
through their culinary activities. In this way, I argue that the epic illustrates a value that
remains current among Mande women. I present here a brief summary of the story, to
help situate the passages I discuss in greater detail in Chapter 4.
Summary of the epic (Conrad 2004)

Sunjata’s father, Maghan Konfara, is a Mande king who learns that he will be the
father of a famous son who will rule Manden.5 He marries many women in an attempt to
produce this son, but is unsuccessful. He has other children, but the diviners tell him that
none of them is the foretold son.
Meanwhile, in a neighboring land, the king of Do has offended his sister, Do
Kamissa, and she has transformed herself into a raging buffalo, destroying fields and
killing all the young men who come out to hunt her. Two hunters set out to kill the
buffalo. On their way, they meet an old woman to whom they show kindness. She tells
them how to kill the buffalo, on the condition that they choose the ugliest woman from
among those the king will offer them as a reward. The hunters keep their promise and
5

I use the terms Mande and Manden as adjective and noun, respectively, following Conrad 2004 and 2016.
Manden refers to the area ruled by Sunjata and occupied by Mande peoples.
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take Sogolon Condé, the youngest sister of Do Kamissa. On their journey home, each
brother attempts to take Sogolon to wife, but she uses her superior magic to repel their
advances. Once the hunters reach Manden, they offer Sogolon as a wife to the king who
succeeds in overcoming her, and she becomes pregnant.
Sogolon gives birth to Sunjata, but because of the machinations of his
stepmothers he is born a cripple and remains lame until early adolescence. Sometime
after the death of Maghan Konfara, Sogolon requests some baobab leaves from a co-wife
to make sauce, but the woman insults her, pointing out that Sunjata is worthless, while
her own son has no trouble picking leaves for her. Sogolon sadly returns to her cooking
pot, and Sunjata, having overheard the conversation, determines to rise. Once Sunjata has
taken his first steps, he uproots the baobab and plants it in front of Sogolon’s house.
Later, Sansun Bérété, a co-wife, plots to have Sunjata killed, but Sogolon takes Sunjata,
his brother Manden Bori, and his sister Sogolon Kolonkan and flees into exile.
During Sunjata’s exile, Sumaworo Kanté, king of Soso, conquers Manden,
forcing the new king, Sunjata’s half-brother Dankaran Touman, to flee. A secret
delegation sets out to look for Sunjata, carrying with them foods and ingredients unique
to Mande cooking. The delegation goes from market to market, until one day, thanks to
their unique ingredients, Sogolon Kolonkan finds them and brings them home, where she
cooks for them. The day after the delegation arrives, Sogolon, now very old, dies and
Sunjata buries her with honors before returning to reconquer the Manden.
Sumaworo, meanwhile, has earned a reputation as a great sorcerer and a cruel
ruler. His nephew Fakoli Koroma is commander of Sumaworo’s forces. During the
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preparation of a sacrificial feast, Fakoli’s wife, Keleya Konkon, and Sumaworo’s
hundreds of wives must cook the food. Insulted by the wives of Sumaworo, however,
Keleya takes it upon herself to make not one dish, but the same amount as all the wives
of Sumaworo put together. Report of this action is brought to Sumaworo, who seizes
Keleya for himself, prompting Fakoli to defect to Sunjata’s growing army. Finally, the
armies of Sumaworo and Sunjata meet in battle. After a few initial defeats, Sunjata
finally vanquishes Sumaworo and becomes the first emperor of Manden.

CHAPTER 1: FOOD AND EPIC
1.1.

Cooks, griots, and kings

1.1.1. Food references within the epic of Sunjata
In recent years, notable work has been done on the topic of women in Mande
society (Hale 1994, Hoffman 2002, Gemmeke 2005, Duran 2007, Saho 2012), but the
bulk of Mande studies have focused on male heroes and male roles. I find it intriguing,
however, that many of the pivotal events of the Sunjata epic occur in and around the
kitchen, often involving the actions of heroines and conflicts erupting over culinary
activities. While the obvious focus of the epic is the man (Sunjata) who will become
emperor, much poetic detail is granted to the women surrounding him—detail that often
centers on their domestic functions and highlights their authority within their own
domain: the kitchen.
Although the food references do not play a formulaic role, as they often do in
European epics (and especially in Homer), they illustrate certain values of the broader
Mande culture and the roles of women within that culture. Conrad’s (1999) article,
“Mooning Armies and Mothering Heroes: Female Power in Mande Epic Tradition,”
focuses on the roles of women in the Sunjata epic and highlights their representation as
femmes fatales or sorceresses. I refer extensively to his work, because the sorcery aspect
of the epics cannot be disassociated from heroism, whether female or male.
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I have yet to find a scholarly study that considers female protagonists in the epic
simply in their role as “woman” and acting within their traditional sphere. And yet, as I
mentioned above, many of the pivotal events of the epic begin precisely in this humble
place. I therefore explore how female protagonists express their femininity as cooks and
employ their magic heroically in a manner that parallels the masculine use of magic.
As a central part of human experience, food can be approached from a variety of
perspectives: as a science (nutrition and agriculture), as an art (culinary performance), or
as a culturally rooted medium of communication (expressions of identity and values). I
focus on the latter two, considering both the act of cooking and its representation in
literature. Among the many roles performed by women in Conakry, the art of cuisine is
regarded as being of special significance and power. In this thesis, I point out ways that
this assertion is evidenced even in the most important literary tradition, the Sunjata epic.6
My research question is: “How do food references in the epic of Sunjata reflect cultural
values, present female heroines acting in power within their traditional domain, and
illustrate that facet of identity which is expressed through the culinary experience?”
1.1.2. The study of griot traditions
Griot traditions have fascinated scholars since at least the 14th century, when
Muslim scholar Ibn Battuta wrote the first documented account of griots, in a travelogue
describing his journey across the Muslim world (Hamdun & King 2010: 46-54). This
description portrays griots in the court of Mansa Sulaiman functioning in much the same
6

I say “most important” because of the functional role of the Sunjata epic in Mande societies. This epic in
particular serves as an identity marker for Mande peoples, accounting for their shared history and clan
relations (Belcher 1985).
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way as depicted by later writers. It even resembles, to some extent, their activities in
modern West Africa. Hale comments that the complex function of griots includes
“genealogist, historian, adviser, spokesperson, diplomat, mediator, interpreter and
translator, musician, composer, teacher, exhorter, warrior, witness, praise-singer, and
master or participant in a variety of ceremonies” (1998: 57). Later writers, such as AnneJean-Baptiste Raffenel (1846), also describe the griot tradition and in recent times,
Johnson (1992), Hale (1998), Belcher (1999), Hoffman (2000), and Conrad (2004) have
offered more studies and descriptions of these fascinating people and their work. As I
mentioned in the introduction, in my present study I analyze one aspect of one item
within the griot’s repertoire, bridging a gap by drawing together three domains: epic
studies, food studies, and women’s studies.
1.1.3. Studies of Sunjata as literature
According to Johnson (1992: 6), the authentic version of Sunjata belongs to the
repertoire of the Jabaté griots of Kela. Throughout Guinea and Mali, however, most
griots have some familiarity with the account that has affected Mande clan-relations for
more than a thousand years and remains deeply ingrained within the oral traditions of
Mande-speaking peoples (Conrad 2004: xvii). Over the past 50 years, many scholars have
taken an interest in the epic (Niane 1960, Innes 1974, Johnson 1992, Bulman 1997,
Kesteloot & Dieng 1997, Belcher 1999, Conrad 2004, 2016), and after years of language
study and interviews, they have given the world dozens of print editions of the many
variants. With access to so many printed versions, Africanists can now study the printed
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texts before, or in lieu of, going to the source, depending on the specific focuses of their
research.
Additionally, when approaching the text in translation, the cultural outsider often
has no choice but to resort to focusing on the literary content at the expense of the
linguistic form. One of the limitations of this study was that all my interactions occurred
in French. Many of the abovementioned scholars, however, also focus on literary features
in Sunjata, and some of their studies involve primarily features such as plot and
characterization rather than word choice, discourse markers, and sentence structure.7
The Sunjata epic provides ample literary material, both technique and content,
much of which has already been discussed at length over the past few decades. Some
episodes in Sunjata reflect motifs common in hunters’ epics (Belcher 1999: 96-97).
Belcher also notes that some Mande scholars support the belief that epic poetry evolved
from hunters’ songs, and they base this assumption on “the omnipresence of hunters’
motifs in the epic of Sunjata” (1999: 59). Several scholars have studied Mande hunting
traditions (McNaughton 1982, Belcher 1999, Basset 2003, Leach 2004, Jansen 2008),
including African academics (Traoré 2004, Camara 2008). Although Mande hunters
perform many social functions,8 the primary function of hunting has historically been

7

Many do speak the local languages fluently. Bird’s study, “Poetry in the Mande: Its form and meaning,”
focuses on verbal features (1976). Johnson (1992) and Conrad (2004) published their own translations, and
Hoffman (2000) assumed the identity of a jelimuso (griotte) to study the griot’s art. However, proficiency
in the language is not a sine qua non condition for a study of literary content, especially with access to
cultural information in published scholarly sources. Hatto notes: “it is permissible to investigate some
aspects of Heroic Epic Poetry in good translation, a belief based on seventy years, on and off, of the study
of Heroic Epic Traditions, for the most part in the original” (2017: xi).
8
Especially in the modern world, in which hunting for food has become a less viable economic activity (cf.
Camara 2008: 126-127).
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provision of meat for the community. Sunjata himself grows up to become a hunter-king,
and therefore I explore hunting as a gendered food-provisioning function.
Conrad (1999) considers gendered roles within epics, noting that women also
appear as heroines within these accounts. Konate Deme (2009) analyzes references to the
supernatural, and Mbele (2006) notes the role of women in African epic traditions,
arguing that although women can fulfill the role of hero within these stories, their
heroism contains a distinctly feminine flavor. The notion of complementarianism
significantly underlies the Mande understanding of gender and gender relations (Ly 1979,
Hoffman 2002). In light of this cultural value, therefore, I explore not only food culture
among the Mande peoples, but also the way in which masculine and feminine roles in
food production manifest themselves in the epic of Sunjata. Thus, although my primary
focus revolves around the expression of feminine heroism through cuisine in the Sunjata
epic, I also devote time to analyzing the roles performed by men as literary heroes and as
providers of food.

1.2.

Purpose
As I mentioned, this study offers insights into three fields. While each of these

topics represents a well-developed field, this study brings them together and focuses on
the overlap. The field of folkloristics recognizes the fact that, despite the scholarly
convenience of compartmentalization, the reality of human existence often defies such
attempts at reduction, organization, and simplification—hence the need for theoretical
flexibility (cf. Haring ed. 2016). Therefore, I do not attempt to draw connections
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artificially, but instead take a multidimensional approach to a theme that is generally
approached unilaterally.
Some studies acknowledge the role of women in Sunjata, whether or not they
focus exclusively on heroines (Johnson 1992, Belcher 1999, Conrad 1999, 2004). Many
studies have also explored food culture in West Africa (Bascom 1951, Goody 1982,
Goody & Goody1995, Claxton 1998, Osseo-Asare 2002, 2005, McCann 2009, Nweke
2015, Highfield 2017). Konate Deme’s (2009) study focuses on the use of the
supernatural in African epic, and others, including Okpewho (1981), Belcher (1999),
Conrad (2004), and Johnson (1992), affirm the importance of supernatural abilities for
the African epic hero. Some studies center on gendered roles or marriage relations among
the Mande peoples (Ly 1979, Herbert 2002, Hoffman 2002, Janson 2002, Koné 2002,
Durán 2007). My study draws on all of these, and on field research in West Africa,
acknowledging that understanding feminine heroism in Sunjata requires an understanding
of women in Mande culture, of heroism in Mande literature, and of Mande cuisine and its
perceived value among Mande people, then and now.
1.2.1. Contribution to the field of cuisine
This study provides insights into food culture among the modern diaspora
Malinké of Conakry. I consider food as a direct experience (textures, flavors, and
descriptive terms) and also food as a conveyor of cultural information. Additionally,
during my field research in Conakry, I explored parallels between cuisine and other arts,
and discussed with locals the possibility of treating cuisine as an art. I must of course
approach this question with caution. While many local people responded positively to
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this suggestion, this does not prove the assertion that Mande cuisine or the cuisine of
Conakry fall into the category of “art.” Several factors may have affected people’s
reactions: 1) differing cultural concepts of what “art” means; 2) the impoliteness of
contradicting; 3) the level of education of the participants; and 4) the degree of influence
of French culture.
Because Guinea was colonized by the French, residents of the capital city show a
heavy influence of French culture in food habits and education. In fact, another
fascinating topic of study would be the development of the “culinary creole” of Conakry,
where people can buy savory beignets (called gateaux by the locals) served with a chili
dipping sauce, spicy meat sandwiches on baguette-style bread, and coffee sweetened with
condensed milk. While these foods would not likely be found in homes in modern-day
France, they certainly have a French “accent.” The French positive view of culinary arts
generally (normally their own) might have influenced some of the positive responses.
Of those who seemed most intrigued by the subject of l’art culinaire africain,9
most had completed higher education (both women and men). The very term used in
French speaks for itself—art culinaire. Obviously anyone performing an art is an artist.
Because of the responses I received, I took the occasion to study cuisine as an art. In
Chapter 5, I apply Schrag’s (2013b) “arts lenses” to the analysis of cuisine I observed in
Conakry. Though my conclusions are only preliminary, I make a case for the woman-asartist in modern Guinea, revealing the importance accorded to this activity.

9

African culinary art.
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1.2.2. Contribution to the literature concerning Sunjata
Conrad’s (1999) exemplary study of heroines in Sunjata focuses on their use of
sorcery, but my focus is not so much their magical powers as the subject matter to which
they apply them. Sorcery is an indispensable feature of Mande epic and the primary
weapon of the Mande hero, but while heroes wield their magic in male-dominated
domains, heroines use theirs in their own domains of influence. I rely on current research
on gendered roles in Mande culture and I consider how those roles manifest themselves
in the epic. In Chapter 4, I consider how men (the male performers of the epic) subtly
acknowledge feminine power at the domestic-level sphere of influence, and in Chapter 5,
I demonstrate that “proper cuisine” is an activity that continues to give many women
pride and through which they express themselves artistically.
Lewis points out that “all art is made to face the audience. Nothing can be left
exposed, however useful to the performer, which is not delightful or at least tolerable to
them” (1961: 20, italics in original). In poetry, whether oral or printed, everything that
receives a mention in the text must on some level serve a poetic purpose and be enjoyable
to the hearer. Not every recitation of Sunjata contains extensive food references or
descriptions, but many do and certainly all refer to food-related conflicts in the key
passages that involve the action of female protagonists. My study considers all of these
passages and, drawing on theories from folkloristics regarding the relationship between
food and identity and gendered roles in food production, I attempt to elucidate some of
the poetic purpose of these passages.
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1.2.3. Application
As De Garine (1980) mentions, one of the consequences of colonization has been
the loss of status of pre-colonial cultural reference points. The study of a food culture and
its representation in a literary genre can affirm local values and empower individuals
interested in development. This study has the potential to provide insights into local
expressive culture, both literary and culinary, which in turn may serve in the fields of
education, literacy development (providing locally meaningful textual material),
nutrition, agriculture, and other areas.

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1.

Food and Identity

2.1.1. Food as a culturally-rooted tool of communication
Jones maintains that people use food as a means of expressing their identity, and
he acknowledges that “eating practices reproduce as well as construct identity” (2007:
130). In his article, “Food Choice, Symbolism, and Identity: Bread-and-Butter Issues for
Folkloristics and Nutrition Studies,” he presents an account of the symbolic nature of
food within a culture, noting that people of many different cultures and backgrounds use
food to express themselves and communicate with others. He considers individual and
collective identities and their connection to the symbolism of food, presenting an account
of the relationship between food identities and nutritional concerns.
This assertion that food functions as a culturally rooted, communicative medium
is supported by De Garine (1980), Osseo-Asare (2005), McCann (2009), Hien (2011),
and Laudan (2013). Osseo-Asare (2005) provides an expansive study of cooking utensils,
ingredients, and meal etiquette in her book Food Culture in Sub-Saharan Africa. She
discusses the roles of men and women in food production and preparation, stating that
“Sub-Saharan Africa as a whole is often cited as the ‘female farming’ region of the
world. Provisioning food for their families has generally been an important part of a
woman’s identity” (2005: 10). Although she acknowledges that her book (and
specifically the chapter on West Africa) covers a huge geographical area of cultural,
linguistic, and ecological diversity, her observations apply broadly and focus on
17
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similarities rather than differences.
Like Osseo-Asare (2005), McCann also provides ample descriptions of foodstuffs
used throughout West Africa, highlighting cultural associations of food with hospitality,
gender roles, farming, hunting, and the general concept of provision. McCann notes that
the historical expansion of the empire of Mali during and after Sunjata’s rule spurred the
spread of culinary ideas and attitudes. He notes that “with that legacy and the historical
memory of Mali’s cultural diaspora spread a sense of culinary identity that historian
Natalie Mettler describes as ‘iconic,’ with sauces, ingredients, and culinary aromas that
appear even in Sundiata” (2009: 111).
McCann (2009) argues that despite the distinctive regional differences in cookery
across West Africa, we can detect a general underlying grammar that remains fairly
stable. This grammar can best be summed up as a one-pot, soup-type dish served
alongside a starch. The variations in ingredients reflect historical, ecological, and cultural
developments. McCann describes dialects of flavor in terms similar to those of
linguistics, noting the “oral” nature of the diffusion of recipes, cooking techniques, and
ingredients. He also discusses some cultural associations with food—namely, the
connection between cooking and marriage (and overlapping terminology).
De Garine focuses on the impact of Westernization on African eating habits. He
argues that ignoring the symbolic basis for taboos and food-related beliefs does not
constitute an effective means of implementing dietary change. He asserts the need to
understand the nature of dietary changes in Africa, the reasons for the changes, and the
underlying assumptions that sustain a commitment to certain food practices (whether
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healthy or not). Although the article does not discuss the symbolic role of food in oral
literature, De Garine does make a few comments about how certain characters in oral
literature demonstrate cultural values regarding eating habits (1980: 143).
2.1.2. The Foods of Exile
Because this project involves both a diaspora culinary landscape and a text that
tells of a lengthy period of exile concluded only by the scent of the foods of home, I turn
now to a few studies that have focused specifically on the emotive effects of foods on
emigrants and expatriates. In the past two decades, anthropology and psychology have
shown an increased interest in food studies; addressing all these studies is neither feasible
nor necessary for this project. I therefore consider only those few that best represent
current research and that pertain most closely to my thesis.
Dunn (2011) gives an account of the psychological effects of food on displaced
peoples. She studies the situation of Georgian refugees and their attitude toward the
macaroni provided in the refugee camps, in contrast to the flavorful foods of their former
homes. Her article could also have been called “Flavors of Memory,” because she
demonstrates the depth of psychological associations within a food culture. She shows
that for Georgian refugees loss of foodstuffs (not just nutritive elements, but specific
flavors and ingredients) meant loss of the basis for much, if not most, social interaction.
The destruction of society, beginning with the foodstuffs, turned people who had been
“somebodies” into “nobodies”—a transition accentuated by humanitarian-aid macaroni.
Sutton, in his book Remembrance of Repasts: An Anthropology of Food and
Memory, argues that the relationship between food and memory involves much more
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complexity than simply the assumption that everyone has fond memories associated with
certain foods (2001: 171). He explores this relationship through his study of food culture
on the island of Kalymnos, Greece. In this fascinating study, he considers not only local
food, but also the sociocultural uses of food among Greek migrants, and the connection
between “national” food (considered typically Greek by Greeks and non-Greeks alike)
and specifically Kalymnian food. He explains that Greeks living abroad experience a
“burning desire” for certain foods, sometimes worrying that the desire could cause
illnesses if unsatisfied (2001: 79-81).
Sutton’s (2001) study touches closely on my analysis of food in Sunjata because
he discusses both the interaction between national and local cuisines and the connection
between food and memory. He also briefly touches on the topic of food in writing, in an
attempt to understand why many Kalymnian writers take the time to list food, whether in
simple family letters or in published novels. He offers many possible motivations for
food listing, and then looks at Greek cultural values, suggesting that food references
simultaneously fulfill a formulaic function and promote the continuity and replication of
Greek culture.
Sutton also cites Urban’s comments on the uses of repetition in oral performance
in a different cultural context,10 pointing out that repetition can serve a deep purpose:
“Talk of meals past not only tells of food; it is part of remembering and replicating the
culture of food on Kalymnos” (2001: 115). He recognizes that his application of Urban’s

10

Urban states: “Cultural sharing consists in the repetition of discourse instances over time and their
dissemination throughout the community. When someone tells the origin myth, he is not only telling about
culture; he is actually replicating it” (1991: 96).
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conclusions concerning oral performances may garner criticisms, but he maintains that
the repetition of food references in ordinary discourse and in heightened discourse have
in common the fact that both constitute a means of affirming and replicating culture.
2.1.3. Food as a symbolic element in literature
Although my study focuses on food references in the Sunjata epic (which itself
has multiple manifestations—as oral performance, printed poem, novel, and film), the
choices of other writers of the same culture may to some extent reflect the performance
choices of griots. Edwin (2008), for example, in her article, “Subverting Social Customs:
The Representation of Food in Three West African Francophone Novels,” addresses the
question of symbolism through food references. She considers the ways in which modern
African writers use the imagery of food to highlight cultural values and to enhance (or
sometimes disguise) their critique of a post-colonial government which frequently fails to
provide people the basic requirement for sustaining life: food. She analyzes the ways in
which the authors of three contemporary West African novels use food as a symbolic
trope in their writing. Taking each novel in turn, she builds her analysis on some
underlying anthropological principles drawn from research of culinary practices and
cultural values in West Africa. She mainly focuses on the manner in which the authors
rely on the cultural and symbolic connotations of certain foods to underscore their
critique of post-colonial governments in nations struggling from the loss of traditional
authority structures.
Although Edwin doesn’t discuss food symbolism in oral literature, she highlights
connections between food and cultural values that modern authors drew upon. The
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writers she discusses share a food culture with those who perform epics, and we can
therefore expect a certain amount of similarity between the two genres, regarding the
foods referenced and the traditions surrounding the production and consumption. Edwin
notes: “The examples of the kola nut, the palm-wine, and the yam crop in Achebe’s novel
[Things Fall Apart] establish, as in Roland Barthes’s words, that food is not only a means
of survival but also a system of communication, a body of images, a protocol of usages,
situations, and behavior” (2008: 40). In the next section, I consider some of the literature
about the Sunjata epic and how these same ideas and culinary images occur in oral
traditions.

2.2.

Food in the Sunjata epic
In his book Food and Foodways in African Narratives, Highfield (2017) argues

that the food passages in Sunjata play an important emotive role in the story. Not only are
many of these passages symbolically dense, but they also illustrate the deep connection
between food and identity, and the power of foodways as a social construct. Highfield
notes the importance of the baobab, both the fruit and the leaf, as a source of food in that
region. The baobab, pervading the entire story of Sunjata, connects the young king to his
land, not only in terms of ecological imagery, but also in terms of the culinary style of the
ancient Mande people.
Highfield comments on the merchants bringing food from Manden to find Sunjata
and his family. He asserts: “that they have chosen to find him by carrying foods from his
homeland indicates that even in the thirteenth century it was clearly understood that foods
from home signify identity” (2017: 33). Furthering Sutton’s (2001) argument about the
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community generated through the act of eating, Highfield focuses on the significance of
Sogolon never seeing her home again, that her last meal consists of ingredients from
Manden—“in cooking and eating sauce made from the leaves she is distantly sharing a
meal with the family and friends she left behind” (2017: 34). Finally, Highfield argues
that Sunjata himself, by eating the food of Manden with the emissaries, is implicitly
“accepting his role in the community as king” (2017: 34).
Highfield focuses most of his observations of food in Sunjata on Johnson’s (1992)
translation of the epic and on Camara Laye’s (1978) novel. In both, he maintains the
important role played by food. In Laye’s novel in particular, Highfield comments: “it is
not clear whether the comfort around descriptions of eating is purely Laye’s or if Babu
Condé was a griot given to descriptions of food. Wherever the impulse comes from,
descriptions of food and feasting leap off nearly every page in Laye’s novel” (2017: 36).
Johnson states:
Considered the official ‘protector’ of culture, the professional casted bard who
performs the epic of Son-Jara often sings about multifarious aspects of his society,
such as material objects, foodstuffs, marriage customs, types of divination and occult
medicine, and a host of other catalogues reflecting, or at least attempting to
demonstrate, the bard’s extensive knowledge of his cultural traditions. (1992: 11)
No doubt each one of the items mentioned by Johnson deserves attention for the role it
plays in the epic. But because my focus is culinary arts and food imagery, I discuss only
those passages in which food plays an important role.
While Johnson comments that griots use food references, among others, as a
literary device that enhances their credibility by highlighting their cultural capital,
Belcher goes further, exploring the associations of some of these references and their
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deeper cultural connections. He explains that food plays a key role in several pivotal
events in Sunjata’s life (1999: 98). Focusing specifically on the event leading to Sunjata’s
first rising, Belcher comments:
Food is involved in the underlying associations. The contention and insults arise over
a condiment. And the closest equivalent in everyday life to the staff that Sogolon
provides her son is probably the pestle that almost every woman in traditional West
Africa used in past times on a daily basis (and that works as an effective weapon).
(1999: 98)
Looking at literary themes and motifs, Belcher describes some cultural values, beliefs and
practices illustrated in the Sunjata epic and he acknowledges the recurring themes of food
and kinship.
Conrad comments that “woven into the patchwork fabric of these narratives are
infrequent threads bearing diminishing echoes of people and events of the distant past”
(1984: 35). Conrad cautions against assuming that, given the antiquity of the account,
everything mentioned within it should therefore be understood as a literal description of
13th-century Manden. Rather, Conrad argues that the epic occurs in and reflects the
present, while referring to the past. Therefore, the reader can obtain only glimpses of the
past and must interpret them in light of the present reality of the performer and audience.
Building on Conrad’s statement, however, Highfield (2017) argues that the epics provide
insight into how people lived and ate in previous eras and in modern times, the two being
interwoven within the performance setting. He comments that the role of the baobab has
demonstrated remarkable consistency from previous times until now, and that its
symbolism remains powerful to this day.
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Finally, Kouyaté (2015), in his fascinating study of the character of Sumaworo
Kanté, describes how Sumaworo forced the men of Manden to switch from hunting to
farming, in an effort to alleviate hunger. Kouyaté also discusses the enigmatic couple,
Fakoli and Keleya (both powerful magicians), and notes how Keleya’s culinary prowess
caused Sumaworo to covet her and finally to take her from his nephew, thus losing his
best general. I refer extensively to Kouyaté’s work in Chapter 4, because he has the
advantage of being both a historian in the institutional sense and also a griot familiar with
the Sunjata epic.

2.3.

Gender and identity in Mande studies

2.3.1. Gender roles and domesticity
While this study does not look solely at Mande gender roles, gender is necessarily
a part of any discussion of domesticity. Many scholars have focused on gender relations
among the modern peoples of the Mande diaspora, including Hoffman (2017),
Whitehouse (2017), Carpenter (2017), and Durán (2017). Ly (1979) focused on
precolonial gender relations, though of course the further back in time we look, the harder
it becomes to understand gender relations in any concrete terms. Because cuisine in West
Africa most commonly occurs within the domestic sphere (which belongs to women),
and also because the Sunjata epic praises heroes from the middle ages but does so in the
present time, I need to consider both the gender relations of modern Mande peoples and
the memory of gender relations from past times (namely, the precolonial era).
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Ly (1979) presents a comprehensive overview of the role of women in precolonial
Mande society. Her research depended mainly on interviews with elderly men, including
respected griots and religious leaders in the towns of Siguiri (Guinea), Konomakoro
(Guinea), and Kangaba (Mali). Their explanations shed light on men’s attitudes toward
women—which, as Ly points out, were quite positive. She explains that women played a
vital role in domestic affairs, farming, and child-rearing, and she also describes the kind
of influence women could have as wives and mothers over political affairs. As Hoffman
observes among modern Mande peoples, Ly found that the social roles of men and
women complemented each other, and that women occupied a valued place within
precolonial Mande society. Although Ly has very few female sources, her conclusions
regarding complementarity concur with Hoffman’s findings from two decades later.
In her article “Gender Ideology and Practice in Mande Societies and in Mande
Studies” (2002), Hoffman considers the role of women in Mande cultures, as depicted in
proverbs, folktales (two), and the epic of Sunjata. She notes that traditional Mande
society is male-dominated, but concludes that the dominance observed is what Sanday
(1981) would call “mythical male dominance”—that is, a system in which the men and
women appear to conform to a system of belief and social hierarchy in which men are
superior, while in fact women exercise considerable power in their own spheres and in
their own ways.
Hoffman draws a parallel between women and griots in Mande society and argues
that both occupy a socially ambiguous position, and yet it is this ambiguity that lends
them their power. On the surface, griots accept a social role subservient to nobles, but on
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closer examination their roles can better be described as complementary. Hoffman argues
that this type of complementarianism reflects a deeper aspect of Mande ideology, and that
a similar claim could be made concerning the role of women:
The structural similarities between the roles of griots and the roles of women would
suggest that a similar principle holds for women in Mande society: their acceptance
of and submission to a public ideology of subordination gives them the cultural space
in which to cultivate substantial quantities of actual power and effective authority.
(2002: 16)
She concludes by acknowledging the need for further research in this domain, because it
is unclear whether mythical male dominance may be growing out of, or perhaps giving
way to, real male dominance.
2.3.2. Feminine heroism
In his article “Mooning Armies and Mothering Heroes: Female Power in the
Mande Epic Tradition” (1999), Conrad describes certain aspects of female power as
represented in Mande epic. He studies women who achieve great deeds through the use
of sorcery, and those who rely simply on their own natural abilities. He classifies women
generally as sabuw (sing. sabu), or “providers,” arguing that women in Mande literature
are perceived as fulfilling supporting and provisioning roles for male heroes. The first
category of sabuw (those who command nyama)11 includes figures such as Sogolon
Condé, Do Kamissa, Keleya Konkon, and Sogolon Kolonkan (among others). Some of
them, including “the three Condé women,”12 he classifies as musofadi—strong, often

11

McNaughton (1982) and Brett-Smith (2001) define the concept of nyama as a sort of mystical force
which humans can stockpile and use for the achievement of specific ends.
12
The three Condé women include Sogolon Condé, the mother of Sunjata, and her two older sisters, Do
Kamissa and Tènènba Condé, the foster mother of Fakoli and co-wife of Kosiya Kanté, sister of Sumaworo
(Conrad 1999: 198-206).
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post-menopausal women, who possess masculine qualities and abilities. These women
impart their strength to the men under their care (Sunjata and Fakoli). A sister may also
fulfill the role of sabu, with or without the aid of sorcery, just as Sogolon Kolonkan
guides and protects Sunjata and Kosiya Kanté sacrifices herself for her brother
Sumaworo. The second category of women includes those who simply act as wives or
lovers and sometimes die for the men they serve. The women of this category frequently
do not possess any magical abilities, but function within the limits of feminine charm.
The great heroines of Mande literature (and particularly of the Sunjata epic),
however, are the sorceresses. Conrad explains how women’s reproductive organs
are perceived as being among the most powerful ritual objects, and points to examples
such as the shaming of Sogolon Kolonkan to demonstrate how much power is believed to
reside in women (1999: 211-212). He also discusses the possibility of female
commanders, chiefs, and leaders in ancient Manden, but notes the unlikelihood of female
leadership ever having constituted a social norm. However, he does argue that the women
of the epic have “the ability to convert traditional female roles to political advantage”
(1999: 217). He admits the possibility that women may have commanded armies because
of an assertion from Tenu Kama Kamara that “when a woman did go to war, custom
dictated that her exploits be credited to her husband” (1999: 221).
Joseph Mbele, in his article “Women in the African Epic” (2006), vehemently
rejects what he sees as the traditional scholarly approach, which he argues is deeply
male-centered and disregards the enactment of feminine heroism. The only recognized
female heroes, he claims, are those who adopt male roles. Therefore, he calls for a new
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look at heroines in African epics, arguing that they often play a role equal to or
surpassing that of male heroes. Their roles and behaviors, however, may not look quite
like those of the male heroes. He advocates for more research, especially involving
female performances, to determine the extent to which Western academic researchers
have overlooked critical information regarding the presentation of heroines in African
epics.
Mbele asserts that female heroism should be understood in feminine terms and not
simply in light of how females fulfill male roles:
In recent years, a trend of conceptualizing female heroism as a specific phenomenon
has emerged. This new thinking advocates classifying female tasks such as
childbearing as heroic, giving rise to the concept of female heroism. Tess Onwueme,
the Nigerian playwright, is one of the people who have most successfully advanced
this line of thinking (see Tell It to Women). This reconfiguring of the concept of
heroism means that we have to judge the achievements of women on their own terms,
not on the basis of how they fit a male conception of heroism. (2006: 65)
Although Mbele’s paper chronologically follows those of Hoffman (2002) and Conrad
(1999), he does not refer to their research, which, I believe, addresses some of his
concerns. However, I follow his suggestion of considering feminine activities as heroic in
my study of cuisine and epic heroines. I will return to this point specifically in Chapter 4
and propose an explanation of how the ideology of gender complementarity plays into the
interpretation of feminine heroism. But as Mbele rightly points out, this constitutes an
area for further research.

2.4.

Conclusion
All of the abovementioned sources highlight the breadth of the topic I’m studying.

Though I am focusing only on one narrow theme, the topic draws on three academic
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domains, each offering a distinct perspective. I now turn to the discussion of my research
methods.

CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODS
3.1.

Situating the research

3.1.1. Folkloristic theory
Both epic poetry and the culinary arts represent areas for folkloristic research. The
field of folkloristics has been criticized as having no grand theory (Dundes 2005), but
other scholars maintain that it has enough for its purposes (cf. Haring ed, 2016). Bauman
(2016) argues that in the absence of a defined “grand theory,” folklorists have always
guided their research within a prevailing theory. He labels this prevailing theoretical
framework the “philology of the vernacular,” defining vernacular as “a communicative
modality” which occurs informally and is locally oriented (2016: 66).
According to Bauman, this “philology of the vernacular” has taken three
manifestations in the history of folkloristics, of which the last involves the
anthropological tradition of collecting data in order to generate a corpus of information
allowing for the analysis of a culture. In the case of the Sunjata epic, Johnson notes that
“the freeman, bard, farmer, leatherworker, boatman, holy man, descendant of former
slave or orphan, stranger, and many other members of society, all find their roles
interpreted by bards” (1992: 11). Therefore, the griot’s activity of singing the epic
provides a wealth of cultural material that folklorists can observe. Although Johnson does
not specify the roles of women in this list, his assertion implies that descriptions of
women also reflect and represent how society understands their role.
31
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Bauman (2016), Noyes (2016), Mills (2016), and Briggs (2016) affirm that
theoretical flexibility allows the folklorist to draw from and contribute to many
disciplines. Briggs (2016) further cautions that excessive reliance on theory can lead to
the exclusion of non-academics from participation in discussions that, by nature of the
field itself, necessarily concern them. Briggs asserts the importance of local
(“vernacular”) contributions to the field, noting how, in his own experience, those who
contribute data are often those who also theorize about it in vernacular terms (2016: 130134). In light of the ongoing debate concerning theory within the field of folkloristics,
therefore, I rely on Bauman’s “prevailing theory” (which I discuss further below) and on
Briggs’s call to include vernacular input in the analysis of my research. During my
fieldwork, I had the privilege of working with several Malinké griots, of whom two had
received formal academic training. All of them highlighted the importance of food as a
marker of identity, and the role of food and cooks within the epic.
3.1.2. Folkloristic theory and epics
Belcher defines epic as “a long poetic narrative, treating of a historical (in the
widest sense of the word) subject” (1985: 65). This definition is sufficiently inclusive for
most traditions classified as “epic,” while flexible enough to allow for significant
differences from one epic to another. Some epics represent the work of a single author
(Virgil’s Aeneid or Milton’s Paradise Lost, for example),13 while many are stories widely
known and told by many poets, often with a high degree of permissible variation from
13

Although these two epics are considered the creations of their authors, significantly, the narratives they
convey belong in both cases to a larger cultural heritage and the authors did not change the culturally
accepted plot lines.
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one telling to the next. Like any human product, epics reflect and illustrate values,
customs, and aesthetic tastes of the cultures that produced them.
Additionally, as Harris notes, there is a distinction between epic traditions, cycles,
and tales. The Sunjata epic, according to Harris, constitutes an epic cycle because it
involves many stories that “relate to one cultural hero and his descendants” (2017: 13).
But Harris does not imply that each episode of the Sunjata story is an epic. Rather, she
considers each telling (regardless of how many episodes it includes) to be an “epic tale.”
To use her terminology, my study focuses on the epic cycle of Sunjata, and I take a
comparative approach to several epic tales.
Categorizing an epic as “vernacular” also demands clarification. Bauman
contrasts the terms “vernacular” and “cosmopolitan,” stating that “if the vernacular pulls
toward the informal, immediate, locally-grounded, proximal side of the field, the
cosmopolitan pulls toward the rationalized, standardized, mediated, wide-reaching, distal
side” (2016: 67). He argues that one of the hallmarks of folkloristics is that it focuses on
the vernacular rather than the cosmopolitan. The Sunjata epic specifically describes the
birth of an empire and the story itself is widespread across West Africa, wherever Mande
peoples live. Additionally, the epic of Sunjata refers to interactions occurring between
people of different ethnicities. These features, taken on their own, suggest that the epic
leans toward the “cosmopolitan” end of the continuum. The Sunjata epic in particular,
however, while widespread, specifically supports Mande ethnic identity, and has
numerous vernacular manifestations among the many Mande peoples, and therefore falls
somewhere in the middle of Bauman’s continuum.
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Belcher (1985) suggests a functional/non-functional distinction for epics and
defines his categories in terms of the social role of a given text. In his dissertation,
Stability and change: praise-poetry and narrative traditions in the epics of Mali, Belcher
considers the social factors that contribute either to the fixity of texts or to their
malleability. Sunjata, he argues, is a functional epic:14 “The Sunjata in particular is a
symbol of the Malinke cultural heritage, and it works to bind the Mandekan people”
(1985: 115). On the other end of the spectrum, the Fulani epics, although historical, exist
primarily for the purpose of entertainment and therefore show a much higher degree of
permissible variation (Belcher 1985). The fact that Mande families trace their heritage
(and therefore clan relationships) to specific heroes mentioned in the epic helps ensure
the consistency of certain plot elements (Belcher 1985). The functional/non-functional
distinction therefore provides a basis for understanding the social importance of certain
epic traditions and also accounts for the stability of narrative elements in Sunjata.
Johnson’s (1992) addition of multifunctionality to the traits of epics expands Belcher’s
(1985) use of “functional” and underscores the idea that bards (which I refer to by the
French word griot) interpret social roles through representation. Because of my inability
to speak the languages used to present the epic of Sunjata, I focus on one functional
representation within the epic: women as cooks.

14

Belcher states: “My definition of ‘functional’ involves one principle: that the people who have produced
these epics have vested a trust and a belief in them” (1985: 115). He notes in the same chapter that hunters’
epics are also functional, in the sense that they involve occult symbolism and convey esoteric knowledge,
but that they are not perceived as “historical” in the way that Sunjata is.
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3.1.3. Fieldwork
Half of my research involves published versions of Sunjata, requiring no
fieldwork to access, but some fieldwork was necessary for this project, for a few reasons:
1) Fieldwork provides the researcher with experiences that inform a project in a way
that library research cannot. The preparation and consumption of food is primarily
a sensuous experience. In this regard, no study of food is complete without seeing,
hearing, smelling, and, most importantly, tasting the food culture under study. I
am not promoting academic tourism. As Titon (2008) notes, fieldwork has
received criticism for resting on “asymmetries of power and therefore involve the
illegitimate use of the fieldworker’s authority” (2008: 36). While this poses a real
danger for any researcher, it is one we must confront if we intend to interact at all
with the subjects of our research. Schrag points out that “research=learning=love”
(2013: xxx), maintaining that getting to know and understand a person or a
community is an important way of communicating respect and care. Additionally,
as Noyes (2016) maintains, folklore involves three basic elements: theory, which
informs practice, which leads to social action. Like Schrag, Noyes asserts the
ultimate value of studying the “Other,” and she hints at practical use (“social
action”) resulting from folkloristic research.
2) Fieldwork provides the basis for lasting relationships, bridging between different
cultural communities and offering a voice to non-academic intellectuals. As I
mentioned, Briggs (2016) argues that non-academic local experts can contribute
meaningfully to the field at the theoretical level. Although the relationship
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between foreign scholar and local informant no doubt continues to be complicated
by sociopolitical tensions reflecting power dynamics in the aftermath of
colonization, I believe fieldwork is a good place from which to initiate the
development of lasting friendships that may lend credibility to non-academic
intellectuals.

3.2.

Collecting data

3.2.1. The research site
Because this study is multidimensional, I wanted to experience West African
cuisine in a West African setting. As I mentioned in my introduction, I studied the
djembe in Dallas with a Malinké teacher, Moussa Diabaté (who also was the first griot to
tell me the Sunjata story), and he put me in touch with his relatives in Conakry. Although
Conakry is not located in a predominantly Malinké-speaking part of Guinea, I was
confident about starting there because of the contacts I had through my teacher and
because I had no hesitation regarding safety. I planned on interviewing members of the
Diabaté family in Conakry and visiting some Malinké villages during my stay.
Unfortunately, I had very little time and, due to wet season and other constraints, I
could not travel outside of the city. As a result, all of my field research involved
urbanization to some extent. Conakry is predominantly Soussou-speaking and it is home
to a diverse population from all the regions of Guinea, including Mande people but
whose urban culture differs from that of the villages. I collected all my data, therefore, in
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a diaspora context among a blended population of Malinké and Soussou; thus, in my
analysis I must take into account the urbanized diaspora situation that I observed.
Although the urban context has clearly influenced cooking styles, everyone I
interacted with could explain both cultural differences between ethnicities and also shifts
in cooking styles from previous eras to the present and from a village to an urban context.
In this sense, the diaspora context offered insights that might not have been possible
otherwise. Certain foods, for example, were actually highlighted by their absence (baobab
leaves were difficult to obtain in Conakry, and most urban Malinké ate rice more
commonly than tô).15 In addition, the contrast in cooking styles accentuated those
features that distinguish Malinké cooking from other styles. As I hinted in Chapter 1, the
blend of cooking styles and the resulting culinary creoles were fascinating in their own
right and deserve their own study.
3.2.2. Learning to cook
Moussa’s family on his father’s side belongs to the Diabaté clan, of Mande
origin.16 However, they are fully urbanized, Soussou-speaking, and have intermarried
with other clans and ethnicities. Therefore, contrary to my expectation of caste purity, the
family I learned from represented a blending of different lineages. 17

15

A sort of paste or dough made from pounded millet.
I have seen many spellings of this name, including Diabaté, Jabaté, Diabété, and Djoubaté. The Diabaté
family belongs to the griot cast and is linked to the Traoré, a warrior/hunter clan. The two clans are
descended, according to legend, from the two brothers responsible for delivering Sogolon Condé to
Maghan Konfara, the man who would become Sunjata’s father (Diabaté, personal communication,
September 2016).
17
The griot castes historically did not typically intermarry with non-griots (Hale 1998).
16
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The family appointed a woman to teach me to cook—Marie-Hélène CamaraBangora (called Mado),18 first cousin of my guide, Alaye Djoubaté (on his mother’s
side).19 She was born in Ivory-Coast to a Malinké father and Soussou mother, and
granddaughter of a Bambara woman.20 She is educated, fully literate, and has a
reputation for being a good mother, an honest and hard-working wife, and an excellent
cook. Her diverse background enabled her to explain differences between Malinké and
Soussou cooking, but she maintained that Soussou women have a reputation as “the best
cooks.” Other Soussou women I talked with at the guesthouse made the same assertion.
Mado’s teaching style involves letting the student learn by observing and
participating. Rarely did she explain to me what we were doing, unless I asked. She took
great care in the selection of ingredients and the preparation and presentation of her
dishes. Although I worked primarily with Mado, I also interacted with many other
people, both in the “downtown” area where Mado and her family lived, and in the
suburbs, where the lifestyle more closely resembles that of the village. In Chapter 5, I
present an analysis of Mado’s cooking, using Schrag’s (2013b) seven lenses for the
analysis of an artistic genre.
3.2.3. Interviewing griots
Although cooking normally belongs to the domain of women, men are the
guardians and primary performers of epic. In other words, epic passages that refer to food
18

For the sake of simplicity, I will hereafter refer to her as “Mado.”
Although in Euro-American terms Alaye and Mado would be considered cousins, Alaye addressed her as
“sister.” He explained that he would call the siblings of his parents “mother” and “father” and their children
“brother” or “sister.”
20
The Bambara (Mali) and the Malinké (Guinea) are closely related groups and several of the participants
in my study affirmed that their languages are mutually intelligible.
19
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reflect men’s translation of a woman’s activity into verbal performance. The epic of
Sunjata does not specifically praise any one woman (or women generally) openly or
explicitly for her culinary prowess. But the culinary arts do appear in the epic in most of
the episodes involving women. I therefore set out to inquire of cultural insiders the ways
in which events in these passages were meaningful regarding women’s roles and status.
I interviewed several griots to gain a more balanced perspective of the culinary
arts at the primary and the secondary levels. I use the word “griot” here loosely, because
although historically “griot” was a caste position, a growing number of individuals from
non-griot families are becoming proficient in music, dance, and oral history. In Conakry,
I interviewed four men, all of whom were recommended to me as “griots,” although only
two belonged to traditional griot lineages.21
Before arriving in Conakry, I already had made a few contacts through different
people who had worked or were still working in Guinea. The first “griot” I interviewed
was an international performer known by his stage name, Cheick Pénor. During my
interview with him, I learned that he belongs to the Traoré clan and that his ancestors
were traditionally hunters and warriors. Although not a Sunjata expert, he provided me
with useful comments and insights regarding a “man’s perspective” on Malinké food
culture.

21

The Diabaté and Kouyaté are two very well-known families of traditionally casted bards (jeliw, in
Malinké). However, Cheick Pénor (himself a Traoré) maintained that the Kouyaté are the oldest and the
first of all the griot families.
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Figure 2. Cheick Pénor Traoré (July 2017).22
A few days after my interview with Cheick Pénor, I met Siriman Kouyaté.23
Kouyaté lives in a city several hours outside of Conakry, and I could not arrange an
interview in person. But I talked with him on the phone and read his book, Soumaoro
Kanté, to which I refer in Chapter 4. Kouyaté is a Sunjata traditionalist, history professor,
local politician, and writer.
My second non-griot contact, Mamadi Mansaré, has had a career as an
international performer in the same troupe as Lansana Djoubaté, elder brother of Moussa
Diabaté. Mamadi Mansaré plays and teaches flute professionally and lives with his sons
and daughters-in-law in a suburb of Conakry. I visited his compound twice during my
stay, and he gave me lengthy descriptions of traditional Malinké food culture and changes

22

All the photographs in this document were taken by the author with the permission of the participants.
The Kouyatés, like the Diabatés, trace their lineage to the days of Sunjata. According to legend, the
Kouyatés are descended from Sunjata’s own griot.
23
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in modern food culture. I also spoke with his daughter-in-law, who had grown up in the
village and spoke only Malinké (her brother-in-law translated for us).

Figure 3. Mamadi Mansaré (July 2017).
Finally, I interviewed Lansana Djoubaté. Djoubaté has participated in
international tours and continues to train Conakry youth in professional dancing and
drumming. Lansana recounted the story of Sunjata to me, especially emphasizing foodrelated passages and offering a slightly different twist to the Keleya episode (which I
discuss in Chapter 4). Because of the family connection, I had more opportunity to
interact with Djoubaté than with some of the other griots. Since he knew my interest, he
found ways of incorporating references to the food passages of Sunjata into our
conversations.
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Figure 4. Lansana Djoubaté (July 2017).
3.2.4. How food references illustrate cuisine and its associated values
Because I do not speak Malinké or Bambara and was unable to travel to key
locations where I might have observed a traditional performance of Sunjata, I restricted
my treatment of the epic to published versions and interviews with local griots. Although
the retellings of the Sunjata story that I experienced all occurred in French and in formal
interview settings, they conveyed valuable literary content and concurred with most
published versions (see Appendix A). Of the numerous published versions of
performances, I refer primarily to those produced by Innes (1974), Johnson (1992), and
Conrad (2004). I also refer to the accounts presented to me in French by Moussa Diabaté,
Lansana Djoubaté, Cheick Pénor, and Mamadi Mansaré. The epic itself is traditionally
chanted or sung by a male performer in Malinké (when performed in Guinea), with
musical accompaniment, and perhaps also with accompanying singers and respondents
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(Belcher 1999: 91, Conrad 2004: xviii).24 In the versions I read or heard, I noted the
common passages in which women played a key role in their performance as cooks (see
Appendix C).
In the versions I surveyed, nearly every episode that involves a significant female
character presents her in her role as cook. Although female protagonists in Sunjata do
have other attributes that play a role in the plot (beauty, magical power), I focus in this
study on the kitchen as the domain of action of women and the place in which they enact
their cultural performance as wives and artists. On one level, this study draws on
historical sources (because Sunjata necessarily invokes the past), but I also consider how
similar values continue to characterize the Mande-diaspora culture. The study therefore
contributes to the field of ethnography in considering not only how women’s roles were
enacted in past eras, but how these roles are understood today by the urbanized Mande
diaspora of Conakry.

3.3.

Interpreting the data within a theoretical framework
In the absence of a “grand theory” from which to interpret my data, I turn to

Bauman’s (2016) “prevailing theory.” In the next two chapters, I present the data and my
interpretation of it, but to conclude this chapter I consider Bauman’s proposed theory, the
“philology of the vernacular,” and its application to my research. Bauman notes:
By prevailing theory, I mean (1) a conceptual frame of reference (2) that guides a
general, common engagement with a coherent intellectual program, (3) based on a set
of premises about society and culture, (4) providing an orienting framework for
inquiry, and (5) derived from or aligned to a demonstrable intellectual tradition.
(2016: 63)
24

A naamu-sayer is defined by Conrad as “a secondary performer whose job it is to reply to and encourage
the main performer with short, interjected comments” (2004: xviii).
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He goes on to list the specific components of this philology of the vernacular that has
guided folkloristics thus far, arguing that it involves the seven basic assumptions I
summarize below:
1) It is text-centered
2) It is relativist
3) The texts have formal, thematic, and pragmatic properties
4) These properties render texts memorable, repeatable, sharable, and durable,
giving them the possibility of becoming a tradition
5) Texts are subject to change over time
6) Texts are tied to the communicative technology employed in their production,
circulation, and reception (writing, voice, video)
7) The study of folklore has been rooted in the recognition of social stratification and
has generally focused on the bottom strata of society (Bauman 2016: 64-67).
The term “text” is unusual in a discussion of cuisine, but I apply it here in a broad
sense.25 When folklorists discuss a text in the traditional sense, they refer to a verbal
product (or a transcription of the product). In other words, “text” does not refer to the
process of creating or the tools involved in the process of creation. While in the context
of an oral performance the process and the product come into existence simultaneously,
they nonetheless constitute two different things. The same idea applies to cuisine. The
25

My justification for broadening the scope of the word “text” lies in its etymology. “Text” is derived from
the Latin verb texo, texere, texui, textus, which means “to weave." Metaphorically, therefore, the “threads”
of a text could be words, notes, ingredients, etc. Additionally, a text could be very simple or very complex
and even involve the interplay of multiple texts (as in the case of a multi-dish dinner, or a symphony with
many movements, or an opera involving many genres).
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tools, ingredients, and recipes that funnel into the product are not themselves the product.
But the product itself (the completed dish) can be treated as a text and analyzed as such,
whereas the process of creation constitutes the performance.
In the spirit of Bauman’s “philology of the vernacular,” then, I describe the
interaction of two different kinds of “text”: cuisine and epic poetry. These two texts
involve two types of performers and highlight two skills, raw material, and performance
strategy. Both types of text constitute a tradition, and both have changed and will
continue to change over time. Furthermore, regarding social hierarchy, both texts concern
women, who socially occupy a more discreet and less studied position than men. Noyes
asserts:
For the moment, we are better equipped to criticize grand theory than to build it. At
the same time, however, we can continue to address that middle territory between
grand theory and local interpretation. Performance theory, it’s often said, is only
method, but method takes us to theory. We begin to think in the act of describing and
see particulars in the act of comparing. (2016: 75)
In the absence of a grand theory of folkloristics, I therefore make my case that my
research rests within that “middle ground,” describing texts within texts and comparing
genres, while considering the cultural (local) meanings contained within. The literary
analysis I propose rests on a cosmopolitan (print, or standardized) manifestation of a
vernacular tradition; I emphasize not only the vernacular aspect of the epic, but also the
culinary style it represents.

CHAPTER 4: FOOD AND CUISINE IN SUNJATA
As I mentioned in Chapter 1, cuisine is an important activity through which
women perform some of their many social roles. In this chapter, I consider how the epic
of Sunjata illustrates gendered roles regarding the production of food, and how the use of
culinary expression by female protagonists affirms traditional Mande gendered roles
while revealing a form of feminine heroism. By analyzing instances in the epic in which
food and cuisine play a pivotal role in the unfolding plot, I contrast the man’s role as
hunter with the woman’s role as cook, and explore the associated underlying values of
generosity and hospitality.
When dealing primarily with printed texts I recognize that the emergent quality of
performance is lost.26 But I focus here on literary rather than performative elements, and
these can be observed in transcribed material. As I mentioned in Chapter 3, during my
fieldwork I also conducted interviews with griots. Although these interviews were not
traditional performances of Sunjata, the griots nonetheless provided me with insights
regarding the symbolic value of certain passages. Their calculated embellishments in
response to my interest also highlight the emergent nature of this tradition.
In order to avoid the trap of stating that literary motifs in Sunjata (and by default
my own interpretation of them) “prove” the existence of particular cultural values, I take
the reverse approach and note the manifestation of known Mande cultural elements

26

Although I refer to many different versions, for characters’ names I’ll use the spellings employed by
David Conrad in his 2004 publication of the text by Djanka Tassey Condé, except in the case of direct
quotes from other versions.
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within the text. I have based most of my assertions here on library research rooted in
studies conducted by generations of researchers, African and European. My observations
reflect features of Mande culture recognized in the wider field of African and Western
scholarship. I turn to the epic not to prove these cultural features by working backwards
from the text to demonstrate what people believe, but to consider in what ways certain
cultural values surface in traditional literature—in other words, how food-related values
and beliefs have translated into literary expression.

4.1.

Tout Mandingue est un chasseur27

4.1.1. The hunter’s place in the home
The epic of Sunjata contains an abundance of references to food within
consistently reoccurring passages, which some griots elaborate on more than others.
Almost every episode in Camara Laye’s novel, for example, contains a vivid description
of food, and many are supplemented with clarifying footnotes. I maintain that the epic of
Sunjata, despite its 13th-century origins, reflects traditional Mande culinary values still
current in the postcolonial fragments of the former empire. Just as the men and women of
Conakry prepare different types of food (which I discuss in the next chapter), I observe
similar types of culinary associations in the Sunjata epic. Despite the diaspora context of
my fieldwork, as I mentioned in Chapter 3, I observed significant overlap in food culture
among the different ethnicities represented in Conakry. The settings of the city and the
communities represented in the epic, although differing geographically and historically,

27

Meaning: “Every Mandinka man is a hunter.”
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likewise reveal overlapping culinary values.
In his book Soumaoro Kanté, Kouyaté asserts that historically “all the men of
Manden are first hunters before practicing any other activity” (2015: 64).28 In addition to
its economic importance (and sometimes irrespective of it), hunting has always played an
important role in Mande society. It is associated with occult power, food provision, and
medicine (Camara 2008). Not only did hunters possess tremendous occult knowledge, but
they also constituted a natural military resource, creating a potentially formidable asset or
liability (Belcher 1999: 59). Even to this day, Camara notes, hunters often serve as an
auxiliary police force, ensuring security, maintaining peace, and negotiating conflicts
when the official police are either unequipped to do so or are mistrusted by the local
populace (2008: 121). In an area of increased social instability and banditry, hunters
provide protection for their communities (Leach 2004: ix).
In the 13th century, hunters provided protective services and received praise for
doing so. But, Camara asserts, “hunters did not, however, abandon completely the first
purpose of hunting, which is to supply the community with meat” (2008: 122-123).
Kouyaté uses the phrase “to hunt for the sauce” (2015: 64) when describing hunters’
activities at the time of Sunjata. This implies that although hunters ate plain dried meat
while on hunting trips, within the context of society, they brought meat home for their
wives, sisters, and daughters to cook in sauces. When Kouyaté discusses Mande hunters,
he situates them within their broader social network. In this context the hunter’s activities
belong not outside the domestic sphere, but within it, or at least pertaining directly to it.
28

Translation of: “Tous les hommes du Mandé sont d’abord chasseurs avant d’exercer quelque autre
activité que ce soit.”
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Although hunters undergo intense initiation and belong to exclusive hunters’
associations, they still belong to society.29
Some scholarly research in recent years centers on the socially ambiguous and
shifting positions held by hunters in modern Mande society (Leach 2004, Traoré 2004,
Jansen 2008). According to Kouyaté (2015), however, during the 13th century being a
freeborn Mande male necessarily implied being a hunter. Kouyaté’s hunter does not
merely contend with the spirits of the wilderness; he also provides meat for his female
relatives to prepare sauce. His occupation therefore plays an important role within the
overall context of the extended family and household.
Hunters occupy an important place in the epic of Sunjata. Sunjata himself is a
hunter, and his mother is discovered by a pair of hunters. The two hunters who deliver
Sogolon Condé to Maghan Konfara bring meat for the king, and they offer meat to the
old woman who turns out to be the buffalo they hope to kill. Additionally, in Niane’s
(1960) version of the epic, Sunjata himself provides meat to the nine witches sent to kill
him, thereby saving himself from destruction at the hands of Sansun Bérété, his mother’s
co-wife. In every version of the epic I’ve studied, each time a hunter shares his meat good
things follow—his generosity receives praise, and often recompense. The hunter’s ability
29

McNaughton notes that “hunters choose to isolate and distinguish themselves in several ways, and for
several reasons, while the rest of society, for its own reasons, is very much interested in holding the hunters
at bay, at least most of the time” (1982: 54). McNaughton (1982), Belcher (1999: 58) and Johnson (1999:
19) agree that hunters occupy a special place within Mande society, dealing in death and interacting with
the supernatural forces of the wild forest. Additionally, hunters’ associations are egalitarian and include
men of all social classes (Camara 2008: 128). I cannot comment here on the degree to which hunters’
associations of the past reflect the way they work in contemporary West African society—obviously their
food-supplying roles have significantly decreased in modern times—but Kouyaté’s assertion seems to
imply that hunters were less isolated then than now. Belcher has also commented that hunters prior to the
introduction of the modern rifle would have worked in groups (personal communication, February 2018).
In considering the epic, however, I focus not on the details surrounding hunters’ associations, but simply on
the place of the hunter within his own community as represented within the Sunjata epic.
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and willingness to offer meat not only highlight his skill and show this success, but they
also demonstrate his good character and compliance with social norms (Niane 1960: 18).
In Djanka Tassey Condé’s version we catch a glimpse of a Mande household in
the episode in which Sogolon sends Kolonkan (her daughter) to the meat-drying rack to
find some fresh meat to cook for the dignitaries from the Manden (Conrad 2004).30 But
there is no fresh meat, and Sogolon explains that “It will take a long time for the dried
meat to cook” (Conrad 2004: 127). Therefore, Kolonkan takes matters into her own
hands to procure some meat; in doing so, she offends her brother, Manden Bori. I will
return to this episode in my discussion of feminine heroism and nyama, but I mention it
here because this passage provides us with a few clues about the traditional kitchen and
the responsibilities of the hunters—in this case sons, not fathers. In Dembo Kanute’s
version, he makes no mention of a meat-drying rack in the home itself, but notes that the
hunters would dry the meat during the weeks they spent in the bush and then bring it back
to feed their mothers (Innes 1974: 283).
4.1.2.

The generous hunter

In some parts of the epic, hunters acknowledge a custom or remedy a social
injustice through the sharing of food. In Niane’s (1960) version, Sunjata’s father, Maghan
Konfara, learns from a passing hunter that he will sire a mighty son (1960: 20). This
hunter had killed a deer on the king’s land and therefore brought the king a portion of the
meat. The king’s griot praises the hunter, saying: “Stranger, whoever you may be, you

30

Although Sunjata’s sister is commonly referred to by her full name, Sogolon Kolonkan, for the sake of
clarity I refer to her simply as Kolonkan, following Conrad 2004.
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will be the guest of the king because you are respectful of customs” (Niane 1960: 18).31
Additionally, according to Belcher, in some versions of the epic, the reason that the
Buffalo-Woman decides to ravage Do is because she was denied her part of a meal
(1999: 93).32 McGuire also notes that “most versions of the epic describe the hero’s
regard for the tradition of generosity surrounding a successful hunt” (1999: 262). Here
McGuire refers to Sunjata himself, but Niane’s version also presents a clear reference to
the honoring of this tradition.
Niane goes on to explain that not long after the hunter’s visit, two other hunters
from the Traoré clan pass through the Mande and deliver an ugly young woman to the
king. They explain to the king how they killed the fearsome buffalo and received the ugly
woman in recompense. On their way to the land of Do, they had encountered an old
woman with whom they shared their dried meat (1960: 23-24). She responded positively
to their kindness and offered them advice on how to defeat the buffalo. In the accounts of
Sory Camara (Kesteloot & Dieng 1997: 98-102) and Condé (Conrad 2004: 39-40), the
old woman herself admits to them that she is the buffalo. In the versions of Niane (1960:
25) and Condé (Conrad 2004: 42), however, the old woman requests, in exchange for
critical information, that they promise to choose the ugliest maiden from among the
women the king will offer them as a reward. The old woman assures the two hunters that
this ugly maiden will bear her husband a mighty son.

Translation of : “Etranger, qui que tu sois tu seras l’hôte du roi car tu es respectueux des coutumes.”
Do Kamissa (see Introduction) is also called the “Buffalo-Woman” because she turns herself into a
buffalo to seek vengeance on her brother.
31
32
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Belcher explains that in the case of the Buffalo-Woman, Do Kamissa, from the
Sunjata epic, “the ‘monster’ is an alienated member of the human community whose
secret comes to light after the protagonist has engaged in altruistic behavior, thus
remedying whatever social violation triggered the initial disruption” (1999: 67). In FaDigi Sisòkò’s version of the epic, the king of Do has denied his aunt her share of meat,
thereby prompting her bloodthirsty rampage (Johnson 1992: 30-32). Belcher points out,
however, that when the two young Traoré hunters share their food with her, she confides
in them the secret of how to kill her, with the promise that they will take Sogolon as a
wife. Likewise, Lansana Djoubaté affirmed that the Traoré hunters received the
information from the Buffalo-Woman by sharing food twice with her. He explained her
reaction, saying: “Listen my children, you have shown me your heart, your goodness,
without which, ah… you would never have returned home alive.”33
Sogolon is the youngest sister of Do Kamissa (Conrad 2004: 42). In the same way
as Do Kamissa has suffered an injustice by being denied her share, Sogolon has likewise
been denied her rights and placed on the fringes of society by not having been married.
Djanka Tassey Condé’s version claims that five age sets of girls had been married, but
Sogolon was still unwed (Conrad 2004: 42). Diabaté further emphasizes the importance
of marriage for Sogolon, stating that Do Kamissa was willing to sacrifice her own life in
order to see Sogolon married.34 This episode of the epic highlights two important social
responsibilities of men toward women in Mande society: to encourage and promote both

33

Translation of: “Ecoutez les enfants, vous m’avez montré votre cœur, votre bonté, sans quoi, hein! Vous
là, vous n’allez pas retourner chez vous là, vivants” (personal communication, July 2017).
34
Personal communication, November 2016.
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food-provision and childbearing by supplying meat from the hunt and by leaving no
woman unwed.35 In this passage, both responsibilities have been shirked, leading to
major social problems. Once these responsibilities have been fulfilled, the situation
resolves and the plot moves forward.
Both Niane (1960: 50-52) and Fa-Digi Sisòkò (Johnson 1992: 68-74) include a
passage in which an opponent of Sunjata attempts to have him killed by a cohort of nine
witches. In Niane’s account, Sansun Bérété, the first wife of Sunjata’s father, instigates
the plot. However, the witches explain to Sansun Bérété that they cannot kill Sunjata
unless he offends them somehow. Certain of her judgment of Sunjata’s character, Sansun
arranges with the witches to have them plunder Sogolon’s vegetable garden in order to
provoke Sunjata’s anger. This way, she believes, she can prove to the witches that “the
son of Sogolon is mean” (Niane 1960: 52).36 But Sunjata returns from hunting and,
seeing the old women in the garden, stops them from fleeing, reassures them of his
goodwill, and offers produce from his mother’s garden as well as game from his
successful hunt. Astonished by his generosity, the witches confess their intentions and
offer Sunjata protection from that point on (Niane 1960: 53).
In Fa-Digi Sisòkò’s account it’s Sumaworo himself, not the queen-mother, who
desires to have Sunjata killed (Johnson 1992). He sends messengers to sacrifice a bull to
the nine witches so that they might kill Sunjata. Warned about the witches’ presence and
35

Both Brett-Smith (2001) and Hoffman (2002) highlight the importance of having children in Mande
culture. Failure to marry and have children can have serious social consequences, both for men and women.
Additionally, in Sisòkò’s version of the epic, Do Kamissa’s brother cites as support for excluding her from
the meal the fact that she has born no children (Johnson 1992: 31-32), and in Condé’s version, the hero
Fakoli’s birth came about because his father’s first wife was barren and urged her husband to marry Kosiya
Kanté in order that the family might have children (Conrad 2004: 95-97).
36
Translation of: “…le fils de Sogolon est méchant.”
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Sumaworo’s conquest of the Manden, however, Sunjata transforms himself into a lion
and kills nine buffalos, which he gives to the witches. They then reconsider and, in light
of his superior gift, agree not to attempt to harm him.
From the Manden and its neighbors,
All of it together, and only one red bull!
Son-Jara, you alone nine buffalos!
It is to him the Manden must belong! (Johnson 1992: 74)
These passages provide a glimpse of the importance of food in the epic as a gesture of
hospitality, a token of friendship, and a means of solidifying relationships.
4.1.3.

In summary: leadership, nobility, and responsibility

Not only do the abovementioned passages illustrate the uses of food as a
manifestation of goodwill, but they also highlight, in part, the food-provisioning
responsibilities of a superior toward his dependents. Mande society was historically
hierarchical and included three major divisions (Tamari 1991): nobles, tradesmen (or
artisans), and slaves. Charry summarizes the ideal relationship between the nobles and
the tradesmen of Mande society:
Horonnu (freeborn or nobles) depend on the nyamakala artisans for manufactured
goods such as iron implements of agriculture and war, leather equipment and amulet
cases, and services such as guarding and shaping the past and present through words
and music. Nyamakalalu in turn depend on their horon patrons for nonmanufactured
gifts such as food, livestock, or money and for services such as the administration of
village and state affairs and physical protection. (2000: 48)
It is important to note here that hunters may come from any cast or social group, but of
course, as both a hunter and a noble, Sunjata has a double responsibility to provide for his
family and his dependents. As we see in the epic, he fulfils this responsibility on multiple
levels, freely sharing food with those who come to him for help.
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Commenting on the representation of authority in Mande oral traditions,
Kesteloot et al. note:
Allied with cosmic forces and frequently associated with telluric totems (e.g., snakes,
crocodiles, iguanas, and fish), these kings are primarily conceived as beings who
fertilize the soil, nourish men and animals, favor the reproduction of all organic
species, and bring with them prosperity and abundance in the form of water, gold, and
grain. One characteristic of this image, a common royal pattern in the Sudan, is fairly
surprising in light of the Mande propensity to raid other peoples and conduct war. It is
the desire for peace. In the end, kings such as Ndiadiane, Soundiata, Biton, or Dinga
and his son Diabe are presented as bearers of peace. (1991: 24)
Therefore, Sunjata as king and hunter appears as one who has the ability to support his
family and his people. Every griot I interviewed concluded with the same assertion:
Sunjata brought an end to famine, war, and suffering. And of course, throughout the epic
he is systematically portrayed as someone who provides food to his community.

4.2.

Gendered cuisine
While men provided the meat for the community, women had the task of

preparing the regular meals. Camara Laye explains that in a polygamous household,
wives would take it in turns both to sleep with their husband and also to prepare his food.
He uses the expression “femme de tour” to refer to this responsibility (1978: 83). In the
epic of Sunjata, no wife has a cortege of assistants to prepare food for her and her
husband. On the contrary, wives of kings and generals are in that sense the same as
lonely, exiled daughters: all cook for their families, relying only on the help of their sons,
brothers, and, sometimes, husbands. Ly affirms that among the precolonial Mande
peoples, all women, regardless of social status, participated in manual labor, maintained
their own personal vegetable gardens for their families, and cooked for their children and
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husband. She notes, “this active participation in the family economy pertained to all
women, regardless of social rank, from the princess to the casted woman” (1979: 107).37
But even this humble task in the epic frequently appears at the center of conflict
surrounding the power and dignity of female characters.
Food and cuisine represent an especially integral element of feminine identity, in
the epic and in Mande culture. While male epic heroes demonstrate their exploits in the
public domain, women, significantly, do not show their power through their sweeping,38
weaving, or other domestic activities, but through their cooking. I thus consider cooking,
at least in the Sunjata epic, to be the medium of expression for heroines, serving as the
feminine counterpart to men’s heroic activities. Just as men have a diversity of publicdomain occupations, many women also have other occupations (cloth dyers, weavers, and
potters, for example). However, just as we considered hunting-as-food-provisioning as a
common male identity marker—and certainly characteristic of the male heroes of the
Sunjata epic—so here we can consider cooking as the underlying skill attributed to all
women, specifically exploited by the women of the epic.
According to Camara (1976) and Grosz-Ngate (1989),39 men and women occupy
different spheres, with men remaining socially dominant. Hoffman (2002) affirms this
conclusion, explaining the situation in terms of complementarity. The Sunjata epic
reveals this dichotomy through the fact that men lead the political affairs and fight the
battles, but women influence situations from behind the scenes, perhaps advising or even
37

Translation of: “cette participation active de la femme dans l’économie familiale se faisait, quel que fût
son rang social, de la princesse à la femme de caste.”
38
That said, sweeping can also be a nyama-collecting activity, but this does not have to do with artistic
expression, but with the contact the broom has with waste (Brett-Smith 2001: 127).
39
Both cited in Hoffman (2002).
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commanding male protagonists. Within Mande culture, cuisine constitutes one domain
that belongs entirely to women, and I argue that in the same way that Sunjata and his
companions exercise their masculine power through hunting and warfare, the women of
the epic exercise feminine power through the activity of cuisine.
4.2.1. Feminine heroism: Nyama in the kitchen
Okpewho (1981), Belcher (1999), and Konate Deme (2009) have noted that one
of the defining traits of an African epic hero is his ability to use supernatural powers.
While many have considered the epic of Sunjata from the perspective of history (Conrad
1984, 1992, 2001, Bühnen 1994, Diawara 1995, McNaughton 2011), the focus on the
supernatural deals with a literary aspect of the epic and a feature inherent to the concept
of heroism. Konate Deme notes that “the supernatural is a ‘sine-qua non’ condition for
the existence of the African epic” (2009: 408). She argues further that this ability does
not make the hero an instrument of fate, but rather the hero demonstrates both his skill
and his agency by his ability to manipulate supernatural forces. As she points out, “It is
the mastery of the supernatural that determines true heroism and distinguishes the hero
from the everyday common person” (2009: 412).
Additionally, Belcher argues that determination constitutes one of the defining
character traits of the heroes of the Sunjata epic: “moral character, strength of will and
purpose, mastery of self and other” (1999: 111). Sogolon Condé, Sogolon Kolonkan, and
Keleya Konkon, like Sunjata and Fakoli, all distinguish themselves by their use of
supernatural powers within their socially prescribed contexts. While the Mande hero
often has to operate outside of the boundaries of social order (Johnson 1999: 15), the end
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result of the Sunjata epic is the reestablishment of social stability. Like the griot,
however, the Mande woman occupies a socially ambivalent position (cf. Hoffman 2002).
From a literary perspective, this status may lend her additional power. As Ly (1979)
demonstrates, however, the Mande woman also plays a vital role within the traditional
system, exercising remarkable control within the domestic sphere.
Bird and Kendall (1980: 20) have studied the unique, patterned trajectory typical
of Mande heroes, but as Mbele (2006) points out, it would be an oversimplification to
analyze the heroism of women insofar as they conform to the male standard. We can
draw a few parallels between the two. I consider solely those character traits shared by
heroes of both genders within the epic of Sunjata:
1) Retaliation against insult/affront to personal honor.
2) Devotion to social norms (respect for the elderly, commitment to family,
conformity to social expectations).40
3) Ability to wield supernatural power, especially when honor and family are at
stake.
All three heroines (Sogolon Condé, Sogolon Kolonkan, and Keleya Konkon),
demonstrate a heroic mentality that parallels that of the male heroes while manifesting
itself in a uniquely feminine style and in accordance with the social expectations of
women’s roles and behaviors. Men enact their heroism in war and the hunt, but these
women wield their magical powers in the kitchen, preparing food in a heroic manner.
40

Johnson (1992, 1999) has noted that culture heroes often accumulate nyama through the violation of
taboos. That said, the violation of taboos does not occur at random and lead to total chaos and overt
flouting of culturally accepted behavioral norms. As Belcher (1985) points out, Sunjata demonstrates
remarkable commitment to his mother, reflecting the badenya axis (cf. Bird and Kendall 1980), and
Johnson (1992) also notes that griots sing of the world as it should be, rather than as it is.
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Sorcery in the Mande world is defined by an individual’s ability to stockpile and
wield nyama – that mystical force or power that enables heroes to overcome their
enemies (McNaughton 1982, Brett-Smith 2001). Belcher notes that “the importance of
the magical element in the conflict can hardly be overstated; this runs counter to the
battle orientation of much European epic” (1999: 104). While the male heroes in Sunjata
use their nyama openly on the battlefield against military opponents, female protagonists
employ nyama in the domestic sphere. This feature of the epic reflects the underlying
complementarianism within Mande culture. In his article, “Mooning Armies and
Mothering Heroes,” Conrad suggests the possibility of public female leadership in
previous eras among the Mande peoples, conceding that there may even be a case for
female warriors.41 But he suggests that these women leaders were more likely the
exception than the norm. Building on this discussion of feminine influence from the
domestic domain, therefore, I argue that women play important roles in the epic and
employ their nyama just as their male counterparts do, only in a complementary way.
I focus here on three specific passages in which pivotal events occur at the
instigation of heroines within the domestic sphere. The first passage I consider is the
moment when Sunjata first walks. In the story, Sunjata has been a cripple for his entire
life; he is now a young boy, but still unable to walk. His mother asks a co-wife for some
baobab leaves to make a sauce, but the woman insults her by commenting that she never
needs to beg for leaves, since her own son is fully capable of procuring them, unlike the

41

Belcher (1999: 98) notes that the traditional pestle used by women across Africa makes for an effective
weapon, and in his dissertation he quotes a version of the Fulani epic of Silamaka given by Tinguidji in
which Poullori’s wife, Hourera, “dies in battle wielding a pestle” (1985: 208).
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crippled Sunjata. Sogolon weeps over the insult, which prompts Sunjata to rise up and
walk for the first time. To avenge the insult to his mother, he uproots the baobab tree and
brings it to his mother, stating that now all the women of Manden will beg for leaves
from her (Conrad 2004: 75-78).
The second passage I consider is when Sunjata’s sister Kolonkan spirits away the
internal organs of the animals her brothers have killed, in order to have meat to serve to
her mother’s guests—dignitaries from Manden who have come in search of Sunjata. In
this passage, Kolonkan meets the dignitaries in the market and brings them home, where
her mother tells her to prepare them a meal. Because the princess has no meat to put into
the sauce, she uses her magical powers (dalilu)42 to transport herself to the bush, where
she finds the game killed by her two brothers who are still hunting. She magically
removes their internal organs without leaving a trace on the animals and then transports
herself back to her home where she cooks for the ambassadors of the Manden. Her
brothers discover what she has done and, in a fit of rage, the younger brother, Manden
Bori, attempts to grab her, inadvertently causing her wrap to fall off and shaming her in
front of the guests. Kolonkan then curses him and his descendants, banning them from
lasting authority (Conrad 2004: 127-130).
The last passage I consider is when Keleya Konkon, the wife of Fakoli, cooks for
Sumaworo Kanté and so impresses him that he steals her from her husband, prompting
Fakoli to defect to Sunjata’s army (Conrad 2004: 158-163). There are several versions of

42

McNaughton defines dalilu as “small, explicit goal-oriented bodies of knowledge, recipes that help
people carry out acts” (1982: 488). Essentially, nyama refers to a sort of mystical power that exists in
nature while dalilu is the ability to control that power through various means.
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the Keleya episode. In most of the versions I surveyed,43 Keleya’s fame pertains to her
ability to cook in very large quantities. In the Dembo Kanute version, Keleya has a
reputation for both great beauty and the ability to cook quickly (Innes 1974: 275). When
Lansana Djoubaté recounted the story to me, however, he affirmed that Sumaworo
coveted Keleya because of her skill in producing the finest tasting food. In fact, during a
meal that I shared with Djoubaté and his family, Djoubaté complimented the cook,
stating that she had the “sweet hand of Keleya.” I have found no other account in which
Keleya reveals her power through the fine flavor of her cooking rather than the quantity.
Whether Djoubaté’s account reflects a different interpretation of the Keleya episode or
merely his artistic ability to adjust his telling to the audience (cf. Okpewho 1981: 217)
requires further research. The figure of Keleya Konkon presents at least as much of an
enigma as that of her mysterious husband, Fakoli, and she deserves further scholarly
inquiry.
4.2.2. A woman’s honor
In these three episodes involving female protagonists, the conflict erupts over the
question of honor expressed during, through, or regarding her culinary activities. In the
case of Sogolon and the baobab, the event occurs while she is cooking, but it concerns
her son. The co-wife mocks Sogolon because Sunjata cannot help her cook as a good son
should. Although the insult did not reflect on Sogolon’s culinary competence, the event
nonetheless highlights the centrality of cooking as part of her identity and as part of her
children’s development. I observed in Conakry that children (both sons and daughters)
43

Conrad 2004, Niane 1960, Innes and Kanute 1974, Johnson 1992.
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assist their mothers in preparing food; yet here in the story, Sunjata cannot.
This passage also reveals some of the challenges of being a co-wife. Durán (2017)
quotes the lyrics of a song by Oumou Sangaré which sheds light on the life of a co-wife
in a modern setting:
The good meat from the market goes to the favored wife
The unpopular wife makes do with the dried fish
The stew made from dried fish is always tasteless
While the meat stew of the beloved is always delicious (2017: 187-188)
A husband’s affections and the flavor of his wives’ cooking are related. The
husband provides good ingredients to his favored wife, and her food as a result tastes
better. Sogolon does not suffer from deprivation from her husband at this point in the
story, in fact, in Laye’s account (1978: 137) the king at this point has already died, and
Sansun Bérété is heavily involved in her son’s kingship. The tension, however, between
the two women is typical of many polygamous households and, just as the above-cited
song describes tension arising over flavors and ingredients, so in the epic the conflict
erupts over a simple baobab-leaf sauce.
Highfield also notes the importance of cooking to a woman’s identity in the epic.
In his detailed analysis of Kouyaté’s film Keita!, he argues that Kouyaté contrasts the
freedom desired by modern women (represented by the character Sitan) with the pride
taken by Sogolon in her cooking (2017: 39). Additionally, he emphasizes the status
gained by Sogolon in receiving the baobab tree from Sunjata, as she becomes the “person
who will share leaves with the rest of the community” (2017: 41). Highfield’s comment
here, like Ly’s (1979), suggests that a wife holds the family together and feeds the
community.
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In Fa-Digi Sisòkò’s account, once Sunjata decides to walk he asks:
My mother,
That baobab there in Manden country,
That baobab from which the best sauces comes,
Where is that baobab, my mother? (Johnson 1992: 59)
Later, Sunjata proudly announces to his mother, after planting the baobab outside her
house:
All those women who refused you leaves,
They all must seek those leaves from you. (Johnson 1992: 61)
In this passage, Sogolon, although a powerful sorceress in her own right, does not employ
her nyama against her co-wives. Rather, she lets her son avenge the insult to her honor. In
this version, her power reveals itself in that while the iron bars failed to enable Sunjata to
rise, he pulls himself up on the slender staff that Sogolon cuts from a custard apple tree
(Johnson 1992: 57-58).
In the second episode, Kolonkan must provide food for the visitors. She employs
her magical powers to obtain the missing ingredient, meat, to complete her sauce.
Hospitality plays a central role in this episode and sets the scene for the ensuing conflict.
Annoyed at his sister, however, Manden Bori cannot accept her tampering with the meat.
He publicly shames her, resulting in the curse which the Malinké report as being still in
effect on his descendants (Conrad 1999: 214).
In this passage, Kolonkan uses her dalilu to meet the demands of hospitality and
to avenge the insult done to her honor. In Sisòkò’s (Johnson 1992) and Condé’s (Conrad
2004) versions, Kolonkan defends herself by arguing that she acted in her family’s
behalf. Condé reports her saying to Manden Bori: “Could you not overlook this when I
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was acting in your own interest?” (Conrad 2004: 130), and Sisòkò’s Kolonkan states
proudly:
The dishonor bound for Son-Jara,
That dishonor did I avert. (Johnson 1992: 83)
The dishonor that she claims to have averted would apparently have been the
cultural failure of showing inadequate hospitality by offering a meatless meal. Belcher
comments: “Sogolon Kulunkan, stealing the hunters’ prey, is violating this distinction44
(and the hunters’ right to dispose of his prey), and this is the cause of Manding Bokary’s
anger; Sunjata, however, sees the problem with his special knowledge and understands
what she is doing” (1985: 103-104). In this way, by violating the distinction between
gendered roles in food-provisioning, Kolonkan prioritizes the higher value of proper
hospitality; in all versions, she has the final say in the argument.
In the third episode that I referred to above, Djanka Tassey Condé (Conrad 2004)
presents the most elaborate account of the interaction between Keleya and the wives of
Soumaoro.
They said, “The Soso women and the Mande woman.
We will soon see how they cook.”
That was insulting to Keleya Konkon.
Keleya Konkon said, “I have said that I would build my fire near theirs.
Go and look for a pot and bring it to me.
Since they have said that,
They will learn that Manden also has kitchens.”
“They will realize that Manden has kitchens.”
She told her husband to find a cooking pot.
Her husband found a cooking pot and gave it to her.
Sumaworo’s three hundred dishes and thirty three dishes,
Among them were beans,
Among them was rice,
44

That is, the distinction that meat belongs within the male domain.
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Among them was fonio,
Among them was cereal paste,
Among them was millet wafers,
Among them was wheat meal,
Among them was cassava,
Among them was porridge,
All of those were among the three hundred dishes.
Fakoli’s wife said, “Look for a cooking pot.
Bring rice,
Bring pounded cassava,
Bring fonio.
If God agrees,
Whatever the consequences,
The jelilu will bear witness to this.”
She set her one pot on the fire.
Those who were cooking rice,
When they were putting rice in their pots,
She would put rice in her one pot,
Then she would sit down.
Those who were cooking the fonio,
When they were putting fonio in their pots,
She would put the fonio in her one pot,
Then she would sit down.
Those who were cooking monie,
As they were rolling the monie balls,
Keleya Konkon was also rolling monie balls.
When they were putting monie balls in their pots,
She would put the monie balls in her one pot,
Then she would take her seat.
Those who were baking takura,
When they had finished rolling the takura balls,
As they were putting the takura balls in their pots,
She would make takura
And put it in her one pot,
Then she would sit down.
Everything the Soso women put in their individual pots,
She put all the same things in her one pot.
When the women started dishing out rice,
She would take her rice bowl,
She would dish out her rice.
When the women started dishing out the fonio,
She would take her fonio bowl,
She would dish out her fonio from the same pot,
And put it into the fonio bowl.
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Three hundred things,
And thirty things,
Were produced by Sumaworo’s wives.
Three hundred things,
Thirty things,
And three things,
Were produced by Fakoli’s wife in one pot,
So the scandalmongers would not get the best of her.
(You heard it?)
The scandalmongers went and told Sumaworo,
“Did we not tell you
That Fakoli came to take your place?
You have three hundred wives and thirty wives and three wives.
You have produced three hundred dishes, thirty dishes, and three dishes.
Your nephew has only one wife,
But he has also prepared three hundred dishes, thirty dishes, and three dishes.
In fact, his dishes are bigger than yours.
Everything that you produced, he also produced.
He came to take your place.
If you think this Fakoli business is not serious,
He will take Soso away from you even before you go to war. (Conrad 2004: 160-163)
The above excerpt illustrates a few interesting concepts. The conflict first erupts
between the kitchens of Manden and the kitchens of Soso before it erupts between the
kings—in other words, an insult levied against a single woman takes on national
significance and foreshadows the impending military confrontation between Manden (led
by Sunjata and seconded by Fakoli) and Soso (led by Sumaworo). Conrad notes:
Again, it is easy to overlook the public significance of such an overtly domestic
action. In this case, detailed versions from Upper Guinea reveal that Keleya Konkon
is engaged in preparation of a sacrificial feast as a prelude to war. She occupies a
difficult position between Fakoli and Sumaworo, from which she must face down
Sumaworo’s hundreds of co-wives who are threatened by her nyama. (1999: 216)
Second, Keleya not only takes initiative, but also gives orders within her own
household. She commands her husband, Fakoli, a powerful general, to procure the
equipment she needs in order to work her magic. While Fakoli normally gives
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instructions to his men, Keleya controls the kitchen and Fakoli takes her orders and
complies with her requests. Finally, when the report of Keleya’s exploit is brought to
Sumaworo, her action is interpreted as representative of Fakoli’s power, which
Sumaworo perceives in this version of the story as a threat.
The question remains of how Keleya’s behavior conforms to social norms. Does
she represent something scandalous and shameful, considering how her actions caused
her forced removal from her husband?45 During my fieldwork, I asked Mansaré, Kouyaté,
and Djoubaté how they viewed Keleya, whether she honored her husband or brought
shame upon him. They all agreed that she was truly a heroine and that she honored her
husband by showing her value as a wife. The blame lay on Sumaworo, who violated
social norms by stealing her. Belcher (1985) also notes a fundamental distinction between
Sunjata and Sumaworo in their treatment of their female relatives. While Sunjata upholds
the honor of his mother and sister, Sumaworo sacrifices his sister (Fakoli’s mother) and
further violates her memory by disgracing her son through the forced removal of Keleya.
In Kouyaté’s (2015) study of Sumaworo, he makes it clear that Keleya presented
a tremendous asset in her own right. He states:
He [Soumaoro] had a formidable army commanded by his nephew Fakoly Koroma…
This man… represented an enigma in his own right. His magical power surpassed
even that of Soumaoro, and his wife Keleya Konko was capable on her own of
feeding an entire army with one meal and one sauce prepared in the same cooking
pot. Thus, the couple Fakoly and Keleya Konko represented a treasure for
Soumaoro’s army.46 (2015: 68)

45

When report of her exploit was brought to Sumaworo, he confiscated her from his nephew, Fakoli,
prompting Fakoli to desert Sumaworo’s army.
46
Translation of: “Il [Soumaoro] avait une armée redoutable dirigée par son neveu Fakoly Koroma…
Celui-ci…représentait à lui seule une énigme. Sa puissance magique surpassait celle de Soumaoro luimême, et son épouse Kéléya Konko était capable à elle seule de nourrir toute une armée, à partir d’un repas
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Kouyaté’s claim supports the “mythical male dominance” hypothesis (Hoffman 2002),
because although Keleya remains submissive to her husband, her value as a person and a
member of society equals his. Not only does she respect her husband publicly, but in fact,
according to the version recounted by Kouyaté, Keleya also had the ability to resist
Sumaworo, reassuring Fakoli by stating: “You can leave in peace, my husband, because
no man other than you can possess me, not even your uncle for all his powers” (2015:
89).47 Thus, committed to Fakoli, Keleya uses her magical powers, which surpass
Sumaworo’s own, to affirm and restore the accepted social order.

4.3.

The power of food in literature

4.3.1. Food and identity
In the epic of Sunjata, not only do women display their power in the kitchen, but
they also accompany the delegation sent to find Sunjata while he is in exile. They use the
home cooking ingredients of the Manden to discover his whereabouts and lure him home.
“That they have chosen to find him by carrying foods from his homeland indicates that
even in the thirteenth century it was clearly understood that foods from home signify
identity” (Highfield 2017: 33). As Kouyaté explained to me, the merchants brought with
them gnougou, which he defines as all edible leaves.48 These leaves, he explained, are
typical of Mande cookery, and at the time were not common beyond the borders of
Manden. Sunjata was exiled in Mema and therefore had no access to the gnougou he
et d’une sauce préparés dans la même marmite. C’est dire que le couple Fakoly et Kéléya Konko
représentait un trésor dans l’armée de Soumaoro.”
47
Translation of: “Tu peux partir tranquille mon mari, car aucun autre homme que toi ne disposera de moi,
pas même ton oncle, malgré toute sa puissance et tous ses pouvoirs.”
48
Personal communication, July 2017.
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would have known from childhood. Though different versions include different lists of
ingredients, they all depend on the exiled person’s desire for missed items. In Dembo
Kanute’s version, he reports:
You know yourself, Seni Darbo, that even if you are in Europe,
When you see something from your own country in the market,
This is the first thing you will buy. (Innes 1974: 283)
Furthermore, sending a delegation of female merchants to sell traditional Mande
ingredients in order to locate an exiled hunter-king highlights two principles:
1) The connection between food and identity: Sunjata and his family have been well
received in their new country, but the taste and smell of the foods of Manden have
the power to draw them back home.
2) The importance of women in their traditional roles: the success of the delegation
depended on Sunjata’s younger sister, Sogolon Kolonkan, going to the market,
identifying and purchasing the ingredients, and preparing a meal.
Troisi and Gabriel, in their study of comfort foods among American college
students, explain that “the bodily experience of ingesting a particular food is encoded
along with the cognitive experience of social connection. Later on, experiencing or even
thinking about the bodily experience of eating comfort food is enough to activate the
related higher-order experience of social connection” (2011: 751). Their findings offer a
scientific perspective to why certain foods have so much emotive power over the
consumer. In Djanka Tassey Condé’s version, Kolonkan does not happen upon the
ingredients by accident (Conrad 2004). Rather, Sogolon herself experiences a sudden and
powerful desire for foods from the Manden and sends Kolonkan to look for some. In this
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way, consuming food from the Manden, as Highfield maintains, revives the memory of
crucial social connections and recalls Sunjata’s place within that society and both
Sogolon’s desire and Kolonkan’s discovery foreshadow Sunjata’s imminent return to his
homeland.
4.3.2. Food, epic, and folkloristics
As a functional epic, Sunjata plays an important social role, providing a legendary
and historical basis accounting for clan relations; and it presents Sunjata as a prototypical
Mande hero (cf. Johnson 1992, Belcher 1985, 1999). In its functional capacity, the epic
also presents prototypical Mande heroines. Along with being good wives, sisters, and
mothers, the heroic female characters are good cooks. As Johnson points out, “bards tend
to describe society as they believe it ought to be rather than as it actually may be” (1992:
11). That bards represent the heroines of the Sunjata epic consistently in their role as
cooks, and that these heroines take care to perform this role well and according to
principles of hospitality and generosity, illustrates the value that Mande culture places on
the tibilila figure.49
As Bauman points out, the cosmopolitan end of the spectrum leans toward the
wide-reaching, the standardized, and the distal (2016). The Sunjata epic is all of these,
which calls into question its placement as vernacular literature—and therefore as folklore,
according to Bauman’s definition. I argue, however, that the tradition operates on both
levels, or that it has both a vernacular and a cosmopolitan manifestation. As a

49

The Malinké word tibilila means “woman-cook.” This role is valued to this day among the women of
Conakry; I will return to this point in the next chapter.
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cosmopolitan tradition, Sunjata has standardized elements, covers a huge geographical
area, and has found new outlets through the use of technology (film, novel, radio
broadcast), but it also provides the basis for negotiating identity and interactions within
Mande culture. Therefore, its existence has immediate and local ramifications, making it
also vernacular. In a sense, then, its functionality makes it vernacular because it orients
focus toward the immediate and locally grounded. Considering the heroines specifically
in their role as cooks further reveals the manifestation of a vernacular genre within a
cosmopolitan tradition. As I discuss in the next chapter, in the absence of “high cuisine”
all West African cooking is necessarily vernacular. But being vernacular does not
prohibit it from being functional, in the sense used by Belcher. Just as the epic itself
serves to unite the Mande peoples, the cuisine of Mande peoples serves in the epic to
connect the exiled prince to his roots. Thus, cuisine plays a functional role in the story,
and constitutes the means through which women take action.
4.3.3. Conclusion
Hollander asks:
But why, even when more directly than in the second-order descriptions like this, do
we represent food at all? The sheer joy of naming?—literature affords many occasions
for detailed catalogues of foodstuffs in various forms: produce, prepared, configured
as courses or serving in set meals, and so forth. As a way of defining a particular
mode of commensality? As a way of authenticating the veracity, as well as the very
powers of representation, of the speaker or narrator? (1999: 201)
Hollander’s last suggestion recalls Johnson’s comments that griots use a variety of items
from daily life both to maintain their audience’s interest (by including items they can
relate to) and also as an opportunity to display their verbal dexterity. Although Laye’s
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novel Le Maître de la Parole contains vivid descriptions (taste, texture, scent), most other
texts do not include lengthy descriptions but rather mentions of food items.
Okpewho notes the use of food in the epic as an etiological account for the
omnipresence of certain signature ingredients in Mande cooking:
Dembo Kanute relates the love of tomatoes, okra and maize among the Mandinka
back to the incident in his version when emissaries from Mali are able to discover the
exiled Sunjata and his family simply by vending those vegetables in the market of
their host town (Dembo 345-58). (1981: 218)
Although tomatoes did not exist on the African continent during the 12th century, Dembo
Kanute’s assertion highlights the importance of connecting the people of the present to
their heroic past and illustrates that this connection is established not only by linking
people to the ancestors of their clans, but also by accounting for their culinary tastes.
Thus, cuisine in the epic of Sunjata provides not only a venue for the manifestation of
feminine heroic activity but also an illustration of one expression of cultural identity and
belonging.

CHAPTER 5: THE CULINARY EXPERIENCE
5.1.

Analyzing data: the seven arts lenses applied to cuisine

5.1.1. High cuisine, low cuisine, and art
I argue in Chapter 4 that literary figures in the Sunjata epic enact their heroism
through the activity of cuisine. I now turn to the actual foodscape of modern Conakry to
explore the meaning of cuisine for modern Malinké women. By choosing the word
“cuisine” rather than “cooking,” I am already making an implicit argument that the
production of food among the women of Conakry involves artistry. Goody (1982),
McCann (2009), and Osseo-Asare (2005) have considered West African food from the
perspective of anthropology and history, but I have not found any study that focuses
specifically on the artistry involved in food production—particularly when that food does
not fall into the category of high cuisine. Concerning Ghana, Goody and Goody (1995)
assert that “unlike the major societies of the Eurasian continent there was cookery but no
cuisine, no developed haute cuisine for festive and state occasions” (1995: 9). Goody and
Goody (1995) distinguish between “cookery” and “cuisine,” where Mintz (1997)
distinguishes between “cuisine” and “haute cuisine.” Laudan (2013) acknowledges
“humble cuisines,” but focuses on “high cuisines.” Confronted with these terms, I choose
to employ the word “cuisine,” following Mintz (1997), both for the sake of simplicity and
because to my mind the word “cookery” does not necessarily connote artistry.
Laudan (2013) focuses on high cuisine, suggesting that social stratification
necessarily entails the development of humble and high cuisines. In her book Cuisine and
73
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Empire, however, she provides ample evidence for this claim from most of the major
empires throughout world history but remains noticeably silent on the medieval empires
of West Africa, where Goody (1982) suggests that no high cuisine ever developed. Mintz
(1997) cautions against the conclusion that having a cuisine necessarily entails also
having a high cuisine. I will not go into the details of high cuisine here because, for my
present purposes, the discussion is irrelevant. In sum, and building on Goody (1982),
Mintz (1997), and Laudan (2013), high cuisine involves social stratification and is not
necessarily geographically bound (it involves “special” ingredients often drawn from a
large geographical area—in other words, it is not local). To use Bauman’s (2016)
terminology, high cuisine is cosmopolitan, not vernacular, and therefore beyond the
scope of my concern in this thesis.
According to the categorization suggested by both Mintz (1997) and Goody
(1995), the cuisine I observed in Conakry is not “high cuisine.” Just as Goody observed
in Ghana, so Diabaté also noted that traditionally the Malinké people of West Africa eat
the same type of food, regardless of social status.50 Concerning the Malinké at the time of
Sunjata, Diabaté further commented that “from the Emperor all the way down to the
poorest person, in the days of Sunjata everyone ate tô.” Ly (1979) notes that even
princesses in precolonial Manden worked as cooks for their families, and Laye’s (1978)
novel presents dozens of depictions of food in a way that suggests that social
stratification was not strongly manifest in foodways. Thus, I think it safe to say that,

50

Personal communication, 2017.
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despite social stratification, much if not all of the medieval Mande Empire had no
tradition of high cuisine.51
The absence of high cuisine, however, does not necessarily entail the absence of
artistry within a cuisine. Although the treatment of high-cuisine food as art has received
significant attention, labeling West African sauce and rice as “art” might appear a bit of a
stretch.
Mintz (1997) offers a working definition for the basic term “cuisine”:
I think a cuisine requires a population that eats that cuisine with sufficient frequency
to consider themselves experts on it. They all believe, and care that they believe, that
they know what it consists of, how it is made, and how it should taste. In short, a
genuine cuisine has common social roots; it is the food of a community—albeit often
a very large community. (1997: 96)
According to this definition, we can postulate that cuisine involves: a) cooks, b) definable
stylistic qualities, and c) connoisseurs. We can therefore study any cuisine as we would
any other art. As the discipline of ethnomusicology looks at music in its social context, so
we can study “ethno-cuisine” as an art rooted in a social context.
Schrag (2013) proposes a novel approach to artistic analysis. He uses the
metaphor of the lens to develop a systematic approach to identifying and analyzing
artistic performance. He notes that “a lens is a piece of glass that has been polished or
otherwise changed in a way that alters any light coming through it. Depending on its
maker’s goal, someone who looks through a lens at an object may see that object as
closer, farther, or perhaps with one color intensified” (Schrag 2013b: 70). Schrag offers
seven such lenses or perspectives from which to analyze an artistic event: Space,
51

For this study, I did not explore special foods for festive or religious purposes. I suspect that such food
items likely exist (as they do in other parts of West Africa), but this research project focused specifically on
the domestic and the quotidian.
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Materials, Participant Organization, Shape of the Event through Time, Performance
Features, Content, and Underlying Symbolic Systems. He states: “each of these lenses
may interact very closely with others, describing the same thing from a different
perspective” (2013b: 70). He also recognizes that, depending on the genre, some lenses
will be more revealing than others. Because I maintain that West African cuisine
constitutes a form of artistic expression, I apply Schrag’s lenses here for an initial
analysis of the cuisine I observed in Conakry, to demonstrate that West African cuisine
involves artistry in its production.
5.1.2. The seven arts lenses
In his article “How Artists Create Enduring Traditions,” Schrag defines an artistic
act as “one in which one or more creators draw on their personal competencies and their
community’s symbolic systems to produce an event containing tangible artistry that has
not existed previously in its exact form” (2013a: 419). Applying Schrag’s assertion to my
research, every act of cooking is a novel performance and produces a dish, drawing on
the competencies of the cook and the community’s symbolic system surrounding the
preparation and consumption of food. During my two weeks in Conakry, I observed
approximately ten meals being prepared and I participated, took notes, and filmed the
process whenever possible and appropriate (over four hours of video footage).
Based on these various meals and my analysis, I will now describe a proto-typical
meal preparation process using the rubric of the lenses. My observations in this section
primarily reflect my interactions and lessons with Mado. During my brief stay in
Conakry, however, I had the opportunity to interview and observe other women,
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including Mado’s neighbors, the employees at the guesthouse, and friends and relatives
of Mado in the neighborhoods I visited.

Figure 5. Marie-Hélène Camara-Bangora, her sons, and the author (July 2017).
5.1.2.1.

Space
Among the homes I observed, none had what a Euro-American might call a

“kitchen.” Everyone cooked outside (even at the guesthouse, the stove was outdoors).
Mado stored all of her cooking equipment in a small shed/pantry area connected to her
house but which she accessed from outside. Because of the urban context, the homes
were very small and close to one another. When women cooked outside, therefore, they
worked in close proximity to their neighbors. Women talked to each other while each
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worked at her own pot, and they shared utensils and lighting (for example, hot embers
from neighbors’ stoves to ignite charcoal).
Typically, Mado used two pots, each set on a brazier side by side. One pot
contained water for rice (or whatever starch she intended to make), and in the other she
made the sauce. She sat on a small stool next to the sauce pot with a bucket of ingredients
next to her. While preparing her sauce, she always stayed close to her pot, with all the
ingredients near at hand. She also kept the mortar and pestle nearby, frequently using
them without moving from her seat. Unlike in an American kitchen, where the cook
moves about freely, taking ingredients from cupboards and replacing items throughout
the process, Mado did nearly all her work seated on her small stool next to the sauce pot.
5.1.2.2.

Materials
Cooking equipment in Conakry was very simple. Every woman had two small

braziers, a deep, narrow wooden mortar, and a long wooden pestle. They also used large
metal pots with lids and some women had frying pans, though for most women, the pots
doubled as frying pans and saucepans. The women used long wooden spoons to stir
sauces and dish out food. Mado served most dishes on a plastic plate or in a large shallow
plastic bowl. Most of the cooking and serving equipment I observed, in all homes, was
plastic, metal, or wood. Just as a painter with one brush, one canvas, and the right colors
creates a magnificent painting, so Mado relied on a limited set of utensils and created
very flavorful dishes.
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Figure 6. Mado’s brazier, filled with charcoal (July 2017).

Figure 7. Mado’s Guinean mortar and pestle (July 2017).
Every dish we prepared contained a core set of ingredients. We always made a
blend of green onions, two kinds of chili pepper, parsley, salt, dried shrimp, and shrimp
flavored Maggi seasoning. These ingredients were pounded in the wooden mortar and
added to the sauce last because, as Mado explained, the chili loses its flavor if cooked too
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long. Additionally, every sauce also contained crab and smoked fish. Other ingredients
varied from one sauce to another, but these central ingredients never changed.

Figure 8. The mortar containing the core set of ingredients (July 2017).
Every sauce was served over a starch, prepared so that the sauce and starch were
ready to eat at the same time. The most common starch was rice, though Mado prepared
fufu and fonio once each during my stay. She explained that in Conakry, people mostly
ate rice and that her husband strongly disliked any other starch. Every dish contained
okra, but it was prepared specifically not to be slimy. Mado put the okra into either the
sauce or the rice, but never both. When it was added to the rice, Mado commented that it
made the rice softer and stickier.
5.1.2.3.

Participant Organization
Though I observed some men cooking and selling food in the streets, they made

only European-style sandwiches or skewers of grilled meat. In the home, however, only
women cooked, occasionally assisted by young boys, but never men.52 In Mado’s family,
Mado herself as the mother, was the primary organizer of the whole culinary event. She
52

As we saw in the Sunjata epic, home cooking is primarily a feminine task. While men in the epic prepare
food occasionally, it is for special purposes (appeasing a buffalo-woman, for example).
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did all the cooking, giving instructions to her two sons and me if she needed any help.
She often sent the boys on errands or made them stir the sauce. Occasionally, if the dish
was complicated, she requested the assistance of neighbors and friends. As I mentioned
under the “Space” lens, the women worked very close to one another, and so they often
shared resources and talked together while they worked.
Because every dish we made had many parts needing individual preparation,
Mado would often assign me a task and then do something else while I worked. For
example, she would ask me to remove bones from the dried fish while she chopped
onions, or I would pound chili while she washed the crabs. She frequently assigned her
sons or other neighborhood children the task of fanning the coals to keep the rice cooking
evenly.
5.1.2.4.

Shape through time
Every sauce we made took a minimum of two hours to prepare, excluding the trip

to the market. Every day, Mado and I went to the market together (usually around 9 or
9:30 am). We began preparing the food around 10 a.m. and were ready to eat between 1
and 3 p.m.
The preparation always began with washing; we washed everything that went into
the sauce, except for the salt and the Maggi seasoning. I am not accustomed to washing
meat, but Mado insisted that everything from the market was dirty and had to be washed.
Almost nothing came ready-prepared.53 We washed and chopped all the vegetables,
53

I mean this in terms of Euro-American expectations. In fact, we bought the peanut butter and tomato
paste ready-made and vendors had a large hand-crank grinder for grinding leaves. As a child, I lived for
some years in a small village in northeastern Congo (Zaire). The women there made their own peanut
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cleaned the crabs, deboned the fish. As I mentioned in the “Participants” section, many of
the tasks could be done simultaneously with more than one person helping.
Although almost everything we cooked was a one-pot sauce, ingredients had to be
put into the pot in a specific order, based on cooking time. Meat and hard vegetables went
in first; softer vegetables, dried fish, and the chili mixture always went in last. With
nearly every sauce we made, however, the final ingredient was a full liter of palm oil or
peanut oil. Once we’d added the oil, the sauce boiled another hour or so, until all the
water boiled off and the sauce became thick but not slimy.

Figure 9. Mado pouring in the last ingredient: palm oil. (July 2017).
Once the food was ready, Mado would divide the rice among several dishes,
taking care to shape it with a spoon. The children’s food was served in a large metal bowl
with rice and sauce together, eaten outside. Also for the adults, the meal itself was often a
simple affair—people sat around a single dish and ate together while they talked. Most
butter from scratch and pounded their own leaves for leafy sauces. I suspect that this is still the case in
more rural parts of West Africa as well. Urbanization has clearly had an effect on some foodstuffs.
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people ate with their hands, though they usually gave me a spoon. Once the meal
concluded, we washed dishes and put away the equipment (such as the stove, mortar, and
pestle).
5.1.2.5.

Performance features
Mado was the primary overseer and actor of the whole event and made decisions

about purchases, ingredients, delegation of tasks, tasting, and serving. During the cooking
process, she carefully tasted the sauce at various intervals. She also had me taste the
sauce every time she did and asked if it was good (or “sweet”). Texture mattered as well
as taste, and many of the sauces progressed from watery to slimy to velvety as they
simmered—watery, because they all started out cooking in water; slimy, because Mado
added chopped okra to many of the sauces; and finally, velvety, as all the water boiled
away, leaving only the richness of the oil.
The texture of the rice mattered, too. Learning to cook in France, I was taught that
rice must be measured precisely (a two-to-one water-to-rice ratio) and that one should
never lift the lid of a pot of cooking rice or it will not cook properly. However, Mado
assessed the ratio of water to rice simply by looking at it, and she frequently lifted the lid
to stir the rice and ensure that it was cooking well. Her rice, of course, always turned out
as she explained it should, fully cooked, soft, and moist. Additionally, if the sauce did not
already contain okra, she would always stir grated okra into the rice near the end of the
cooking process.
Once the food was ready to eat, Mado was very particular about presentation.
Seated on a stool, she arranged plates and bowls on the ground around her. She then
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proceeded to divide the rice among the various receptacles—one of which was always a
large thermos to keep the food warm for her husband, who would eat it later. The
receptacles were communal dishes: one for the children, one for the adults present, and
some to be kept for later or shared with friends. She always shaped the rice carefully,
dipping her serving spoon in water to reduce stickiness and then smoothing the rice into
beautifully rounded mounds. She served the adults in the house with one dish of rice, one
dish of sauce, and one large plate from which everyone would eat. Alaye, her nephew (or
“brother”), would scoop rice onto the plate, top it with sauce, and mix the two a little, and
then we would eat.

Figure 10. Portioning out the food (July 2017).
5.1.2.6.

Content
Schrag explains that “content is the subject matter or topic of an artistic event. It

is most closely tied to symbols like words, and movements in signed languages or
dances” (2013b: 85). Therefore, not every artistic production will necessarily have any
“Content.” Abstract visual art or music without lyrics or symbolic phrases can be
culturally relevant and aesthetically pleasing without having content in the sense
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employed by Schrag. The home cooking that I observed in Conakry falls into this
category. While being culturally and nutritionally significant and also pleasing for the
consumers, a point I will develop later, this culinary style does not convey
representational content.
Osseo-Asare (2002: 55-56) describes the symbolism of boiled eggs among the
Akan and Ga peoples of Ghana and their use in various religious and political settings.
Therefore, this type of food (boiled eggs) conveys content for the Akan and Ga peoples.
The Mande people might also invest certain foods with content in this way, but I did not
observe any meals or dishes of this sort. However, the possibility of these types of foods
existing among the Mande peoples represents an area for further research.
Although I have used the lenses here to describe the cooking process which
culminates in a meal, the meal itself (or certain types of meals) could also represent an
artistic event involving content. During an interview with Mamadi Mansaré, for example,
he described certain rituals associated with meal times in his village (greeting elders
before eating, and a song of thanksgiving at the end). However, in Conakry I did not
observe any particular rituals other than a French-style “Bon Appétit” before beginning to
eat. This may have been due to my presence as a culturally French participant or to the
urban context, but this also represents an area for further research.
5.1.2.7.

Underlying Symbolic Systems
This lens essentially describes the “grammatical” structure of the art in question,

in this case, cuisine. Schrag explains: “This is their cognitive and emotive environment,
the hidden set of knowledge that participants share which allows composition and
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interpretation” (2013b: 86). Although I maintained under the previous lens that the home
cooking of Conakry does not involve any representational content, there is an underlying
structure. As I noted, for example, in the “Materials” section, every sauce contained a
core set of ingredients, invariably including two types of chili peppers, salt, Maggi
seasoning, dried shrimp, green onions, parsley, and smoked fish.
Describing the cuisine of Ghana, Osseo-Asare states:
I think of Ghanain cuisine as a kind of culinary jazz. The pepper, tomatoes, and
onions, and possibly the oil, form the rhythm section. The stew is one musical form,
like blues, the soup and one-pot dishes are others. Like a successful improvisation,
the additional ingredients—vegetables, seeds and nuts, meat and fish—harmonize and
combine into vibrant, mellow creations. (Osseo-Asare 2002: 56)
Like the cuisine of Ghana, Mado’s Guinean cooking involved both predictable
elements (the “rhythm section” would consist of the above-listed core ingredients), and a
certain amount of permissible variation. For example, while Mado’s cuisine involved the
consistent pairing of sauce over starch, the types of sauce and starch could vary
depending on personal interest. Mado’s favorite sauce was the leafy sauce thickened with
peanut butter, while her sons’ was the fish-ball soup. Mado explained that the fish-ball
soup (Bantui) is a favorite among children generally. The starch could also vary
depending on interest. Her husband preferred rice above all others, but she enjoyed fufu,
fonio, and foutou-banane, a staple in her hometown in the Ivory Coast.
Mado also explained that many dishes carry ethnic connotations. The lafidi dish,
for example, conveys symbolic meaning signaling the ethnicity of the cook (or how
widely traveled she is). The Soussou people serve it as a sauce over rice, while the
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Malinké prepare it as a one-pot meal with the rice and seasonings all cooked together.
Likewise, tô, although appreciated in Conakry, represents Malinké cooking specifically.
5.1.3. Conclusions: Stable and malleable culinary systems54
The above analysis suggests that the cooking I observed in Conakry exhibits
artistic features and does not constitute merely a domestic chore equivalent to sweeping
the house or washing the dishes. Mado and the other women I interviewed and worked
with took great pride in their skills and demonstrated a keen sensitivity to features such as
texture and flavor. The context of the culinary process and the subsequent meal involved
cultural meaning and revealed underlying assumptions regarding hospitality and
generosity. The seven-lens analysis highlights two main themes: the aesthetics of the
genre (most evident in Performance Features and Shape through Time), and the social
context of the genre (most evident in Space and Participant Organization).
As noted in the previous chapter, hospitality and generosity are also two cultural
values associated with food, care, and provision in the Sunjata epic. Although this is true
in many communities, it is especially so among the Conakry families I interacted with.
Many of the individuals I interviewed noted that the finest gesture of hospitality is
serving someone a meal. Mado’s next-door neighbor, who was often cooking at the same
time as we were, never failed to offer me some of her food or to invite me over to eat a
little with her and her family if she finished her dish before we completed ours. Even
children in the neighborhood—knowing of my interest in food and cooking—often ran up

54

The chart I use in this section is modeled on those in Schrag’s article “How Artists Create Enduring
Traditions” (2013: 425-438).
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to me with morsels they wanted me to taste. People regularly served me more food than I
could eat, and eventually I understood that I was under no obligation to finish it.
Although people would encourage me to eat, all I needed to say was “je suis rassasiée,
merci”55 and they would either finish the food themselves or take the dish away.
Mado always ate last. Once we finished cooking, she would serve her nephew and
myself in the house (and other adults, if any were present), and she would normally sit
with us. Her sons ate outside with other neighborhood children, and her husband, who
was always at work during the day, ate when he got home. I never saw her eat, other than
when tasting sauces, and she often said dismissively that she would eat later or eat with
the children. I do not know if she ate with her husband in the evening or merely served
him and ate at some other time. However, she was quite keen to know if people had
enjoyed the food. She explained, “si mon étrangère est satisfaite et rassasiée, alors je
suis aussi rassasiée.”56 Her comments and behavior further highlight the importance of
hospitality in the culture of Conakry.
In Schrag’s study of dance associations in Cameroon he focuses on the
infrastructures of artistic events, which he defines as “any social construct that enables
and influences the transmission and reception of a message” (2013a: 423). He considers
the messages conveyed by dance associations, analyzing different types of infrastructures
and how stable and malleable elements interact to generate “tangible effects on creative
production” (Schrag 2013a: 425-438). Schrag explains:

55
56

Translation of: “I am satisfied, thank you.”
Translation of: “If my foreigner is satisfied and full, then I am also full.”
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A stable infrastructure is one that is temporally and locationally regular—and thus
predictable—and exhibits tight, well-defined organization. More malleable
infrastructures, on the other hand, are temporally and locationally irregular,
unpredictable, and are more loosely organized. Communicators creating through one
type of infrastructure rely on other communicators in the exchange to respond
through its paired infrastructure. (2013: 425)
We could analyze the stable and malleable elements of a variety of infrastructures
within Mado’s culinary style, but in light of the brief amount of research time that I had, I
focus here only on dish composition. Every dish involved minimally one sauce served
alongside one starch. The types of sauces and starches could vary from one day to the
next and from family to family. For example, the okra sauce common to the Malinké and
Soussou contained the seasoning soumbala (Malinké), called kenda in Soussou. The first
time Mado prepared this sauce, she served it with fufu, which is more commonly
associated with Nigerian food. In Guinea, this sauce would more typically be served over
rice (among the Soussou) or with tô (among the Malinké, inland). Urbanization has also
affected culinary style, making certain starches available that might not be as accessible
in more rural communities. When I asked Mado which sauces should accompany which
starches, she explained that there was no specific rule but that people cooked what they
liked best, or whatever their families preferred. In the case of Mado, her husband
preferred rice and therefore they ate rice with just about any sauce.
Cuisine, therefore, represents an art in which meals follow specific infrastructures
allowing for the transmission and reception of messages rooted in the shared values of
respect, hospitality, and generosity. The choice of starch and the seasoning of the sauce
involve stable and malleable elements which interact to produce flavorful food, the
consumption of which strengthens communal ties and reinforces shared values. The
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Materials and Performance Features lenses discussed above pertain to the composition of
specific dishes. The chart below offers an analysis of the stable and malleable elements
within the cuisine of Conakry that I observed while working with Mado.
Dish
composition

Infrastructure Contributions to Dynamic
Interplay

Malleable

Type of starch

Cook modifies texture in
response to particular
consumers at a meal
Uniquely Malinké flavor
remains the same

Tangible Effects
on Creative
Production
Pleasurable
experience which
strengthens family
identity and
reinforces values of
sharing, respect,
hospitality, and
generosity

Starch + Sauce
created from a
core set of
ingredients
(see Materials
above)
Table 1. Stable and malleable elements of dish-composition infrastructures

Stable

The last column in this chart reveals how the culinary process fuels a cycle
allowing both for variation and creativity within the genre and also for stability and
continuity.

5.2.

Food as a culturally rooted medium of communication
Having provided an analysis of food preparation in a Conakry home, I now turn to

the aesthetic and social themes, to develop a deeper understanding of food and identity
and the artistry of food in Guinea and Mande West Africa. These concepts are evident at
the “pot” level, but also provide a significant plot element in the epic of Sunjata, as we
have seen in the previous chapter.
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5.2.1. Complementarianism in traditional Mande societies
The concept of complementarianism implies that daily tasks are divided among
the members of society according to social categories, but that all tasks play an important
role in ensuring the ongoing sustainability of the society as a whole. Gender plays an
important role in traditional Mande society; young boys and girls learn their social roles
and responsibilities at a young age, and undergo complex initiation processes when they
enter adulthood. Though some people might conclude that such a divide signals
underlying gender inequality and male dominance, Ly (1979) and Hoffman (2002) argue
that the roles of men and women among the Mande peoples are better understood as
complementary because they cover different social needs. The epic of Sunjata indicates
that men and women both perform important social roles, and Keleya and Fakoli were
valuable as a unit due to each of their remarkable skills (her ability to feed an army and
his ability to command one).57
Regarding Mande society, Kouyaté affirms that in the 13th century (and to a large
extent in villages today), women bore the responsibility for providing vegetables and
grains, and men supplied the meat.58 Kouyaté adds that, according to the saying, “every
Mandekan man is a hunter,”59 whereas “each woman had her vegetable garden.”60 OsseoAsare (2005) comments on women’s food-supplying roles, stating that “Sub-Saharan
Africa as a whole is often cited as the ‘female farming’ region of the world. Provisioning
food for their families has generally been an important part of a woman’s identity”
57

Diabaté stated that Keleya was Fakoli’s “secret weapon” (personal communication, May 2018).
Personal communication, July 2017.
59
Translation of: “Tout Mandingue est un chasseur.”
60
Translation of: “Chaque femme avait son potager.”
58
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(Osseo-Asare 2005: 10). In conclusion, men and women share the responsibility of
supplying food, but the tasks of supplying ingredients (meat, vegetables, seasonings) and
processing and cooking are divided according to gender.
As I noted in Chapter 2, Hoffman (2002) shows how traditional Mande society
appears to be male-dominated, but argues that this represents what Sanday (1981) would
call “mythical male dominance,” because women exercise authority in certain domains
(as we saw in Sunjata with both Kolonkan and Keleya). In Mado’s blended
Soussou/Malinké family, living in downtown Conakry, the husband has a day job and
supplies regular income for rent and food. But Mado sells sandals in the market to
supplement her husband’s income. She commented on how expensive life in the city is,
and how she feels that it is important that she help her husband in small ways. She goes
to the market every day and prepares food for her children, who she raises according to
strict guidelines. Those who know her (both relatives and neighbors) affirm that she is a
good wife because she works hard to help her husband and she takes care of her sons
without letting them become spoiled. Although in the Camara family the husband is not a
hunter and the wife does not have a vegetable garden, in many ways their roles still
reflect the complementary relationship noted by Kouyaté (2015), Osseo-Asare (2005),
and Hoffman (2002).
Additionally, Cheick Pénor noted that a woman can serve as provider to the poor
in her community. He explained:
Therefore, let us realize that there are more poor in the world than rich. If a woman
understands this, after the evening meal, she invites the children of others and she
gives them food, she is to be respected. Because those children, you’ll find in their
families they don’t have money. Others don’t earn even one meal a day. But there are
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women, when there’s the common dish (because in the Manden we eat together) she
brings in other children… Come eat! Come eat! She has pity. So these are women to
respect and usually these are women who are well loved. 61
Here Pénor presents a portrait of a woman taking on the role of nourisher not only for her
own family, but also for her community, which leads to her gaining social recognition
and respect. Later in our conversation, Pénor added the Malinké word for woman-cook
and further emphasized her importance within the family, stating: “Tibilila—the cook.
She’s the one who makes the family. If there’s hunger in the family, you won’t see
anyone anymore. Tibilila, the cook. So sometimes we sing for them.”62 This last point—
that a tibilila may receive praise for her service—is one I return to below.
5.2.2. Food and identity
While many scholars have studied the connection between food and identity
(discussed in Chapter 2), I will briefly comment here on some observations regarding the
diaspora context of Conakry. Though I was initially disappointed at being in a coastal
city among mostly urban Soussou women, where my initial intention had been to observe
rural Mande women cooking dishes in an inland climate, I nonetheless found the culinary
landscape fascinating and revealing on multiple levels. Mado cooked mainly in the
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Translation of: “Donc considérons qu’il y plus de pauvres dans le monde que de riches. Si une femme se
met dans ce cadre-là, après le repas du soir, elle fait venir les enfants d’autrui et elle leur sert à manger elle
est à respecter. Parce que les enfants-là, tu trouveras que dans leurs familles ils n’ont pas de moyens.
D’autres ne gagnent pas un seul repas par jour. Mais il y a des femmes, quand il y a le plat commun (parce
que dans le Mandeng on mange ensemble) dans le même plat, elle fait venir les enfants d’autrui… Venez
manger! Venez manger! Elle a pitié. Donc c’est des femmes à respecter et le plus souvent c’est des femmes
beaucoup aimées” (personal communication, July 2017).
62
Translation of: “Tibilila—la cuisinière. C’est elle qui fait la famille. Si y’a la faim dans la famille tu ne
verras plus personne. Tibilila, la cuisinière. Donc des fois on les chante” (personal communication, July
2017).
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Soussou style but understood the differences between the cuisines of the many different
ethnicities represented in Conakry.
McCann notes in his chapter on West African cooking that the foodways of West
Africa show considerable stylistic consistency across regions. Trade has existed
throughout the area for centuries, and McCann comments that to this day, a fish caught
off the coast of Ghana could “end up smoked by a woman and traded inland” (2009:
110). In fact, the Mansaré family all said that smoked fish is a very common ingredient in
Malinké and Soussou cooking, and that Malinké women living in inland villages also use
river fish, fresh or smoked.
When I asked about differences between Soussou and Malinké cooking, Mado
and others frequently mentioned a dish called lafidi. This dish, they said, was common to
all the peoples of Guinea, but each ethnicity prepared it slightly differently. The Soussou
prepared it as a spicy leaf-based sauce and served it spooned over rice. The Malinké, on
the other hand, cooked all the ingredients together (including the rice) and served it as a
one-pot meal. When Mado prepared the dish, she made it Soussou-style, but when her
neighbor made it, she did it in the Malinké style.63 I never learned how other ethnicities
of Guinea prepared the dish, but I observed that the women I talked with were aware of
the differences and similarities between their own cuisines and the cuisines of others—
though they all seemed confident in their ability to prepare food in different styles.

63

I did not prepare this dish myself but tasted Mado’s completed work. I briefly observed her next-door
neighbor making the Malinké-style version while Mado was teaching me to make peanut sauce.
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The women commented that the Pulaar people eat a lot of leaves, the Malinké eat
everything with tô,64 and that the Soussou love seafood. However, when I interviewed
Mamadi Mansaré’s daughter-in-law and asked her whether she preferred to cook
Malinké-style or to experiment with the styles of other ethnicities, she asserted
emphatically that she was Malinké and that she cooked Malinké style. Interestingly,
however, this particular young woman had grown up in a Malinké village and only
recently moved to the city to marry. Many of the other women, including Mado, were
fully urbanized, and although they could comment on the ethnic origins of certain
traditions, their personal cooking styles reflected their urban environment.
Being urban does not imply being cosmopolitan, to use Bauman’s terminology. If
the cosmopolitan suggests standardization and nationalization, then urban simply pertains
to the culture of a city rather than a village. The population of Conakry is multiethnic,
and therefore, women had access to ingredients and ideas likely foreign to village
cooking, although I did not observe village cooking, so I can’t say for certain. My
analysis above, however, along with suggesting culinary artistry (a point I address in the
next section), also reveals an immediacy (Mado worked with what she had on hand) and
a local orientation that point to a vernacular style.
5.2.3. The woman as artist
Turning now from the communicative to the aesthetic component of food as art,
all of the women I worked with demonstrated a keen sensitivity to the taste, scent, and
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Cheick Pénor (personal communication 2017) also noted that to tease a Malinké person, one has only to
call them a “bouffeur de tô” (eater of tô).
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texture of the food they prepared; just as importantly, they affirmed that they enjoyed the
process. The men who consumed the food also judged it after the manner of
connoisseurs. Returning to my third point concerning cuisine (that as an art it involves
not only cooks and definable stylistic qualities, but also connoisseurs), I now turn to some
culinary observations from men in Conakry. Considering that any art is a culturally
rooted tool of communication, it therefore involves not only an artist, but also someone to
experience it—artists are affirmed and validated by connoisseurs of their art. Within the
domain of cuisine, those connoisseurs are the people who eat the meal and consider
themselves qualified judges of the food (Mintz 1997). Although home cooking in
Conakry is the task of a woman, men are not only judges of food but also know
intimately what ingredients go into it.
I interviewed Mansaré and Kouyaté about the food of Sunjata’s time and of the
present and found that, although they themselves did not cook, they enjoyed discussing
their food-culture at length. They described tastes and textures and commented on the
differences between “then and now.” Mansaré talked with nostalgia about cultivation and
cooking in villages in previous eras. But he expressed marked delight when noting how
the addition of Maggi seasoning had improved modern cooking. Additionally, when
discussing Sunjata, Djoubaté added considerable detail about the food-related passages.
These men knew my academic interest in food, of course, and so they capitalized on this
facet of my interest to elaborate on every food passage, demonstrating a remarkable
awareness of their own food culture and showing themselves to be true connoisseurs of
the culinary genre.
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The fact that women do not normally consider themselves artists brings us back to
Hoffman’s (2002) discussion of “mythical male dominance.” In the case of women
cooks, the social requirement for discretion on the part of well-mannered women adds a
layer of complication. While not proving that women are merely modest about their
artistry, it does suggest areas for further sociological research into attitudes toward
gendered roles within modern Mande society. As I mentioned in Chapter 3, two other
factors might have influenced the responses given to me by men: my own interest, and
the influence of French attitudes toward food. Significantly, both Kouyaté and Cheick
Pénor had a secondary-level education and understood the high value the French place on
culinary aesthetics. Whether this reflects a postcolonial shift in values or another
manifestation of the gendered divide typical of Mande society requires further research.
Nevertheless, even with these caveats, I believe that the terminology itself
provides a basis for treating food as art in West Africa. My first day in Conakry, a
woman gave me something to eat and immediately asked if it was sweet.65 I found the
phrasing odd, since in France we would not normally describe food as being “doux”
(‘sweet’ or ‘soft’), but rather “bon” (‘good’). Additionally, the food she had given me (a
boiled egg with dipping sauce) was extremely spicy. Though delicious, it was not at all
what I would describe as “sweet.” I soon noticed, however, that whenever I ate anything,
whether sugary, salty, or spicy, people would ask if it was sweet. According to Cheick
Pénor,66 the Malinké word “adouman” and the Soussou word “anyonron,” describe
something that gives a person pleasure. The source of the pleasure may be a well-told
65
66

In French, she said “Est-ce que c’est doux?”
Personal communication, July 2017.
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story, a beautiful piece of music, or delicious food. The focus of the term centers on the
experiencer rather than the generator, and the term can also apply to non-creative
pleasures.67 Nevertheless, it suggests a parallel between verbal arts, music, and culinary
arts in their effects upon experiencers.
All my interviewees agreed that a cook shares creativity in common with artists,
although a housewife stirring a sauce would not be the prototypical representative of
artistry. Cheick Pénor commented: “Yes, because they create. Someone who creates, you
can call an artist. It’s an invention. There are women here who make sauces no one has
ever known. So, based on her creation, we can call her an artist.”68 He added that griots
and griottes can sing for a tibilila, and he even suggested praise-lyrics for such a woman:
“Oh, you have a wife, you have a very good wife, you have a woman of honor, you have
an intelligent wife, you have a generous wife.” He further added: “So you see, it’s in
order to encourage the man to take interest in his wife, because she gathers people and
unites them.”69 Noteworthy here that the actual praise is directed not to the woman, but to
her husband. Earlier in our conversation, Pénor commented that women historically
would not normally have been the recipients of public praise. Thus, in the case of a good
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I recorded one song performed by Mamadi Mansaré in which children were described as being
“adouman.”
68
Translation of: “Oui parce qu’ils créent. Quelqu’un qui crée, on peut l’appeler artiste. C’est une
invention. Y’a, y’a des femmes ici qui créent des sauces qu’on a jamais connues. Donc à partir de sa
création on peut l’appeler artiste.”
69
Translation of: “Ah tu as une femme, tu as une femme très brave, tu as une femme d’honneur, tu as une
femme intelligente, tu as une femme généreuse. Voilà, pour mieux encourager l’homme à s’intéresser de sa
femme. Parce qu’elle rassemble et unit les gens.”
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cook, Pénor’s lyrics support the idea that praise intended for women can be delivered
indirectly.70
Additionally, according to Kouyaté,71 the Malinké expression “ini gba” (“you and
the kitchen”) is a compliment given to a woman who has prepared a delicious meal. The
connotation, according to Kouyaté, goes beyond culinary prowess, suggesting also a
woman of good character and humble demeanor. Again, we return to the woman’s
fundamental role as cook for her family (as part of her provisioning responsibilities). The
compliment goes not only to the woman who has nourished her family, but to the woman
who does so in an aesthetically pleasing way. She has produced an artistic creation,
which her husband, the connoisseur, has tasted and appreciated. She not only expresses
the fulfilment of her social function but also does so skillfully and according to aesthetic
standards. Therefore, although many women laughed shyly when called artists, I maintain
that home cooking in Conakry comprises the necessary characteristics of art—albeit a
humble, discreet art.

5.3.

Orality and emergence

5.3.1. Oral transmission
In this chapter, I’ve described the cooking of Conakry and have also made some
broader generalizations about West African cuisine. Mintz (1997), in agreement with
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I hedge on this point because in Hale’s study of griots, he notes that noble women historically could also
have their own griot(tes) (1998: 223). Cheick Pénor noted that the tradition of praise-singing historically
was to honor warriors rather than domestic activities, but in today’s context he affirmed that a griot can
sing for a tibilila. Conrad’s (1999) comments concerning the possibility of women-warriors (discussed in
the previous chapter) also suggest that praise intended for a woman can be directed at her husband.
71
Personal communication, July 2017.
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Revel (1982), argues that the only “real” cuisines are regional cuisines. Since ingredients
vary depending on local ecology, it only stands to reason that the underlying flavors
which characterize a given dish vary as well. Anyone who has traveled knows that even
basic ingredients like flour and eggs may taste different in different countries. But as
Laudan (2013) and McCann (2009) both demonstrate, political and economic unity can
pave the way for cultural exchange on many levels, including culinary.
It is too facile, however, to deduce that we can therefore make a simple equation of
one cuisine to one empire. To begin with, migrants, merchants, and missionaries have
never been limited by imperial boundaries. Furthermore, outsiders have always
wanted to emulate states and empires perceived as successful. […]
The result of the related processes of spreading and adopting cuisines was rarely
either “fusion,” in the sense of a seamless melding of the older and newer cuisines, or
the creation of a totally new cuisine. Rather, cooks picked up ingredients, tools, or
techniques that could be incorporated without violating their culinary philosophy.
One fruit might be substituted for another, or metal saucepans might be exchanged for
earthenware pots, while leaving the basic structure of the cuisine unchanged. (Laudan
2013: 5-6)
Here Laudan acknowledges that it would be overly simplistic to associate one
monolithic culinary style with one empire. However, it would be equally simplistic to
disregard the necessary interaction of different culinary styles that naturally result from
imperial growth. Mintz (1997) is correct to point out that the “taste of home” must be
regional, but at the same time we can also expect to see a certain amount of similarity
between closely related cuisines, particularly if those cuisines once belonged to a single
empire—as in the case of Guinea, Mali, and parts of other modern African nations. To
borrow linguistic terminology, we might speak of one cuisine having many regional
dialects that vary in the degree of their mutual intelligibility.
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McCann also argues for the underlying unity of West African cuisine because of
the history of the region. He notes, “West Africa’s geography sets the table, so to speak,
for the depth, complexities, and deep-seated connections between its cooking traditions”
(2009: 109). He describes a common underlying structure despite the surface-level
differences, stating that “rather than being unchanging artifacts, these West African
culinary traditions are deeply historical and fluid, reflecting active bodies of local history,
ecology, and cultural exchange across time and across a broad region” (2009: 110). Thus,
McCann’s assertion supports both Mintz’s (1997) position that true cuisines must be
regional and Laudan’s (2013) argument that cuisines can also be characteristic of large
empires. It’s also important that, as McCann affirms, West Africa has seen several vast
empires over the course of its history, leading to widespread trade and the exchange of
food items and culinary ideas.
Mintz (1997) notes, however, that we cannot always predict or account for which
foods are adopted and which rejected. During my brief stay in the city, I tasted (from
street vendors) spaghetti served with mayonnaise and beef liver, scrambled eggs served
as a hot sandwich on French bread, coffee sweetened with condensed milk, and
something resembling a French beignet but served with chili sauce rather than powdered
sugar. Having grown up in Europe, I noticed the resemblance of these foods to those with
which I am familiar, as one might overhear a closely related language and feel like she
can almost understand it. Mado never prepared any of these foods with me, however, nor
did I see any women preparing them for her family. When women cooked for their
families, they made sauces with rice or some other starch (fonio, tô, or even fufu).
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Though some of the abovementioned items were prepared by women (usually the
beignets), they were always to sell on the streets as snacks.

Figure 11. Spaghetti with mayonnaise (July 2017).
The growth of a West African cuisine, however, has always been rooted in orality.
Osseo-Asare (2002), commenting on her own experience learning to cook in Ghana,
noted that her Ghanaian sister-in-law considered the need to write recipes as indicative of
incompetence. In my own experience, long before I ever turned to the culinary arts, my
Guinean drum teacher, Moussa Diabaté, emphasized the absolute need for his students to
learn from listening, and to remember without recourse to writing. He would not tolerate
transcription of drum music in class because, like Osseo-Asare’s sister-in-law, he deemed
writing to be a substitute for competence. McCann notes, “these culinary preparations
may appear mummified as formal recipes in modern cookery books, but the recipes, after
all, are only Platonic shadows of women’s accumulated oral knowledge that plays itself
out daily in kitchens and pots” (2009: 110).
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5.3.2. Emergence
Bauman argues that we cannot separate verbal arts from their performance
contexts, and that performance is necessarily emergent. As in the previous section, I
borrowed terminology from linguistics to describe the various “dialects” of West African
cuisine; I now borrow Bauman’s argument concerning verbal arts and apply it to the
“emergent performance” of cuisine. Bauman notes that “The emergent quality of
performance resides in the interplay between communicative resources, individual
competence, and the goals of the participants, within the context of particular situations”
(1975: 302). Because Bauman’s focus centers on verbal arts, he makes no distinction
between product and performance, because they come into existence almost
simultaneously. Cuisine involves performance features (sensitivity to taste, texture, and
presentation throughout the process), but the focus in any culinary endeavor is the
finished product, removed in time from the process of creation. The consumption itself
could also be viewed as a type of performance, but the focus of this analysis rested on the
act of cooking. As with the verbal arts, the product of a culinary performance will reflect
the interaction of the stable and malleable elements described previously, including
resources, the competence of the cook, and the goal of the cook and diners within a
specific, culturally defined, context.
Fieldworkers must also consider the effects of their own presence. As a
participant, the fieldworker inevitably affects the performance. Because my interest
involved not only cuisine but also literature, I was keen to taste some of the foods
described in the Sunjata epic. Therefore, although Mado would not normally have
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prepared anything other than rice, she agreed to teach me to make fonio. The day we ate
the fonio her husband joked that he was being punished, since he only cared for rice. This
highlights the fact that Mado cooked special dishes to humor me because she knew of my
interest. Hospitality, as we saw in Sunjata (mainly in the Kolonkan episode), plays an
important role in Mande society. At first I did not realize the degree to which my
presence influenced the food we ate. I later learned that we ate many dishes during my
stay that Mado would not normally have prepared, because the dishes were either more
costly or more time-consuming in their preparation than the normal fare.
Mado frequently gave me several options and requested that I choose the dish we
would make—despite the fact that as a foreigner, I knew little of the culture and culinary
traditions. My presence affected both the audience (no longer her family alone) and also
the resources (since I funded the purchase of ingredients). But I observed many women in
the neighborhood cooking similar foods (including tô and Malinké-style lafidi),
indicating that Mado’s cooking did not change completely in response to my presence;
rather, she adjusted her performance in response to her audience and resources, which
emphasizes the emergent nature of her culinary expression.
To conclude this chapter, I suggest a folkloristic understanding of “culinary
creoles,” using Bauman’s and Belcher’s terms.72 In any discussion of emergence in oral
traditions (and I use “oral” here in the broadest possible sense—as in the transmission of
any artistic genre through non-written means), we have to take into account the effects
not only of empires but also of colonizing empires from outside the country. De Garine
72

Bauman uses the cosmopolitan/vernacular continuum and Belcher discusses the functional/nonfunctional applications of folklore.
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(1980), Goody (1995), and Highfield (2017) have discussed the emergence of new
culinary styles in African nations that reflect the varying degrees to which these nations
have adopted foods from those who colonized them.
As I mentioned above, Conakry street food reflects a variety of influences, both
local and foreign. Contrary to what Laudan (2013) mentions above, I think this cuisine
represents a “fusion” of styles, even perhaps the creation of a totally new (or “emergent”)
cuisine. This new fusion cuisine, however, affects only to a very small degree the daily
lives of women who cook for their families. Although Mado sent her sons out to purchase
beignets for my breakfast a few times, the presence of the French-influenced pastry did
not affect how she cooked. But I will also point out that, one very late evening, coming
back from an interview with a griot and not having had my daily cooking lesson, I
received from Mado a homemade dish of a French-style salad of raw onions, tomatoes,
avocados, and boiled eggs, with a vinaigrette type dressing. Thus, as Mintz (1997) noted,
we cannot necessarily anticipate which foods will get adopted. Mado prepared this dish
because it was simple and quick to make, though earlier in the day she had served her
family the typical sauce-over-rice. To some extent this dish represents an adoption of
French cuisine (at least for the sake of expediency), but I still consider it on the fringe of
West African cuisine, certainly not yet representative of any signature culinary aesthetics.
Continuing my cross-disciplinary application of terms, Belcher’s (1985)
functional/non-functional discussion of epics also applies to the culinary landscape of
Conakry. If traditional meals lie on the functional end of the spectrum, then foreign
street-food and snacks are at the other end. The traditional sauce-over-starch combination
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reveals underlying cultural connotations and symbolism and draws on local (urban or
rural) resources. Because of people’s vested belief in the associations underpinning the
vernacular style, it plays a functional role in society, leading to consistency with regard to
its integral parts. The European-influenced street-food is (as yet) non-functional.
Coming back to Bauman’s (1975) discussion of emergence,
The point is that completely novel and completely fixed texts represent the poles of
an ideal continuum, and that between the poles lies the range of emergent text
structures to be found in empirical performance. The study of the factors contributing
to the emergent quality of the oral literary text promises to bring about a major
reconceptualization of the nature of the text, freeing it from the apparent fixity is
assumes when abstracted from performance and placed on the written page, and
placing it within an analytical context which focuses on the very source of the
empirical relation between art and society (cf. Georges 1969: 324). (Bauman 1975:
303)
Functional/non-functional and vernacular/cosmopolitan continua offer different
perspectives that, together with the concept of emergence, provide a sturdier framework
within which to study an artistic genre. In the case of cuisine, a printed or memorized
recipe is completely fixed (like a memorized song repeated verbatim every time). The
completely novel in cuisine occurs in response to contextual cues and does not yet have a
cultural “niche” (such as Conakry’s innovative spaghetti and sandwiches). The daily
cooking of West African women, however, lies somewhere in the middle of this
continuum. Both vernacular and functional, it reveals a keen sensitivity to aesthetic
components, an awareness of the needs and desires of the audience, and a flexibility that
enables them to adapt and adopt as needed, continuously creating anew while reviving
the old in the daily performance of cuisine.

CHAPTER 6: AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
My research in Conakry included the following limitations: time (fourteen days in
total), weather (wet season made travel outside of the city difficult), and language (I
speak French, which is a second language for most Guineans). Nevertheless, the time I
spent there revealed many interesting features of cuisine, gender roles, and the
representation of some of these concepts in the Sunjata epic. Many of my findings
concurred with the work of known scholars, but some still merit further inquiry.

6.1.

Heroines in the kitchen
In this project, I have provided an analysis of three passages in which heroines

take action through their culinary activities. I believe that Conrad’s (1999) study of
women in Mande epic only opens the door for more studies in this domain. The figure of
Keleya in particular merits more fieldwork to determine what she represents to women
familiar with her story. Her food-producing abilities in the story play an important role in
enhancing her value as a female member of society and illustrate Hoffman (2002) and
Ly’s (1979) conclusions regarding complementarity. Additionally, I had no opportunity
to determine whether the compliment given by Djoubaté to a cook (that she had the
“sweet hand of Keleya”) is an expression commonly used in other parts of the Mande
world.
The fact that Condé’s Keleya (Conrad 2004) states that her actions would be
remembered by griots highlights the magnitude of her endeavor and places her among the
ranks of heroes. During my interview with Cheick Pénor, he affirmed that many women
107
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know the Sunjata story well and even sing the epic, though there were none in Conakry.
An area to explore further, therefore, would be the perception of the Keleya figure among
griottes, or among Malinké women familiar with the story.
As Pénor also noted, the figure of the tibilila is honored, respected, and sometimes
praised for her skill. From what I observed in Conakry, this seems to be the case even in
an urban setting. To understand how this plays out in rural settings, where the ingredients
and utensils may be different, requires further research involving more participants, a
longer period of observation, and the opportunity to investigate how different griots
describe women’s activities in performance and in their own language.

6.2.

Language
During my research, I encountered a term used to describe food that also applies

to music and poetry: adouman (anyonron in Soussou). This word apparently translated
into French as doux (‘sweet’ or ‘soft’). I relied on this word to support my argument that
cuisine involves artistry, because the same term describes other performed arts. The word
also can be applied to some non-artistic pursuits, like children (see Chapter 5). The term
does not, however, describe physical beauty (as in a piece of cloth, or other form of
visual art). This suggests an avenue for further research into the cultural understanding of
the arts and the meta-language associated with them in Malinké and Soussou.

6.3.

Culinary creoles
As I mentioned in Chapter 5, we can’t always predict the food items that will be

incorporated into a community’s culinary expression (Mintz 1997). My own research
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revealed not only the development of what I called a “culinary creole” but also suggests
possibilities for further study about the cultural significance of adopted food items and
the place of foreign foods within the local socio-culinary system. Additionally, although I
did not observe what Laudan (2013) would call “high cuisine” (high status foods or foods
invested with religious or festive symbolism), in the wake of French colonialism such a
study could shed valuable light on the interplay between French and African culinary
values.

6.4.

National identity and urbanism
The cuisine of Conakry was urban, but that is not the same as being cosmopolitan.

As an urban style, it involved innovation and fusion simply because of the variety of
input available to women. It was not standardized, however, nor was it diffused as a
“national cuisine,” and there was little sense of “national” food among the women I
worked with in the city. They knew of the ethnic origins of specific items and styles (that
is, preferences for different types of starches or sauces), but rarely was there any talk of
“Guinean” food, other than rice.
This does not imply that there is no sense of identity in this cuisine. The
connection between food and identity in Conakry is simply “cook-oriented”—the cook
expresses herself, her culture, and her ethnicity, and this expression may take on national
significance. On a few occasions, for example, I asked women what sort of food they
would cook if asked to cook for the president, and they all responded that they would
make a variety of sauces and starches that represent the regions of Guinea, including
lafidi, peanut sauce, leafy sauce, rice, fonio, and tô. The women I interacted with
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represented Malinké, Soussou, Pulaar, and Forestier cooking. While their approach to
cooking often reflected their own cultural backgrounds, they also freely adjusted to
various factors.
Although the influences on women’s cooking reflect their urban environment, the
transmission process occurs in communities of practice—families and neighborhoods—
and is entirely oral. Most of the individuals I interviewed agreed that a Guinean,
regardless of ethnicity, could not survive ten days without rice, and both men and women
noted that they preferred traditional cooking (sauce with starch) to foreign food. Women
learn from their mothers and preserve style even while innovating with ingredients (for
example, exchanging with women of other ethnicities and adopting Maggi seasoning).
Although times have changed, even to this day the Malinké of Conakry can still comment
on the seasonings that make their food distinctive. Women of all ethnicities in Conakry
cook. Women enjoy cooking and showing hospitality and skill through their culinary
activities. Whether the urbanization of Guinean culinary traditions represents the
emergence of a “national cuisine” may be a topic for further research.

6.5.

Social action
Although I did not set out to explore Mande food culture with a nutritional focus,

Africa has suffered nutritional deprivation due to a variety of factors, including what
some have called “biopiracy” (cf. Highfield 2017). The exploitation of Africa’s natural
resources, along with the forced displacement of native plants to make room for lessnutritious cash crops, has caused serious nutritional problems in some places. The role of
women in agriculture, and the Mande value of the tibilila, gives women a strategic place
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from which to influence society, beginning with the family and local community.
Understanding and appreciating this value should guide efforts to provide education,
literacy instruction, and empowerment for West African women.

6.6.

Conclusion
I began this project intending to fill a gap in the existing literature on Sunjata. I

observed that food occupies a special place within the epic but that no lengthy study had
been published focusing specifically on this subject.73 The same topic could be
approached from a variety of other angles, but I chose to consider ways in which food
and cuisine function as markers of identity and media through which women express
their heroism and employ their nyama, particularly in the story of Sunjata. To deepen my
understanding of foodways in modern West Africa, I conducted fieldwork in GuineaConakry. Thus, in this project I have considered both the manner in which the women of
Conakry and Mande West Africa express themselves artistically through the process of
cooking, and the way in which cuisine occurs in the epic of Sunjata at the center of
conflicts surrounding female protagonists.
The culinary landscape of Conakry represented both the diversity of West African
cuisine (residents had access to a variety of starches and different culinary ideas and
techniques) and its unity (underlying the many styles of cooking, there is a clear “West
African” style, which includes a rich sauce served over a starch). Furthermore, under the
tutelage of Mado, I came to appreciate the artistic qualities of her urbanized
Soussou/Malinké style of cooking, and I was able to analyze her cooking as an art form.
73

I began my research in 2016 and Highfield’s work was not published until 2017.
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Throughout the epic of Sunjata, food references illustrate many cultural features
common in West Africa and in Conakry, where I did my fieldwork. The kitchen in the
Sunjata epic is not only a woman’s domain, but it also becomes a place where she enacts
her femininity, demonstrates her power, and influences her community. Women
participate in other arts: there are griottes, women potters, cloth weavers and dyers, and
most women dance, regardless of clan affiliation. I have argued in this project, however,
that cuisine among the women of Conakry is an art form and a powerful cultural tool of
communication, beautifully illustrated in the epic of Sunjata.

Appendix A: List of referenced versions of Sunjata
This list includes all the versions of Sunjata to which I had access and to which I
referred specifically in this research project. Some include prose retellings, while others
are compilations drawn from a variety of griots’ performances. The prose retellings are
included partly for reasons of historical respect and acknowledgement and partly because
they also involve common narrative plot elements and themes, despite not conveying
them through the traditional poetic style.
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Belcher, Stephen. 1999. Epic traditions of Africa. Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana
University Press. This book, like Kesteloot’s Les épopées d’Afrique noire,
presents summaries of the main plot lines for a variety of African epics, along
with information relevant to the field and references for published sources.
Bulman, Stephen P. D. 1997. A checklist of published versions of the Sunjata epic.
History in Africa 24. 71–94. Bulman provides a practical list to help the
researcher get oriented and become aware of the available versions (sixty-four),
where and when they were recorded, and by whom.
Conrad, David. 2016. Sunjata: A new prose version. Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing
Company, Inc. This is a prose rendition of the abovementioned performance by
Djanka Tassey Condé.
Conrad, David C. & Djanka Tassey Condé. 2004. Sunjata: A West African epic of the
Mande peoples. Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc. This is a
transcription of Djanka Tassey Condé’s performance (recorded in 1975). It
includes the naamu responses (untranslated), a glossary, and a list of major
characters.
Innes, Gordon. 1974. Sunjata: Three Mandinka versions. London: University of London.
This volume includes transcriptions of performances by the griots Bamba Suso,
Banna Kanute, and Dembo Kanute. The latter focuses on Fakoli rather than on
Sunjata. Each text opens with a list of the main events, followed by the
transcribed performance, followed by notes on language and obscure references.
Johnson, John William. 1992. The epic of Son-Jara: A West African tradition.
Bloomington: Indiana University Press. This is a detailed transcription of Fa-Digi
Sisòkò’s performance (originally published in 1986), including both the lines of
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poetry uttered by Sisòkò himself and the responses given by the naamu-sayers.
Text includes annotations.
Kesteloot, Lilyan & Bassirou Dieng. 1997. Les épopées d’Afrique noire. Paris: Karthala.
This volume includes several chapters describing epic traditions in Africa,
followed by an overview of each epic. Each section includes portions selected
from a variety of versions to give the reader an overall impression of the story and
the kind of texts associated with the tradition.
Laye, Camara. 1978. Le Maître de la parole. Paris: Pocket. This is a French novel based
on interviews with and performances by Kouma Lafôlô Kouma. Laye has
received criticism (Austen 1999) for taking too much interpretive liberty when
reiterating the story in novel form. However, it is still an important piece of
African literature, drawing on elements from both French literary style and
African narrative material. Although the book does exist in English, for this
project I relied on the French original and provided my own translations where
needed.
Niane, D. T. 1960. Soundjata ou l’épopée mandingue. Paris, France: Présence Africaine.
This is a prose retelling of the story based on interviews with several griots, but
most particularly with Djeli Mamadou Kouyaté. This book has also been
translated into English, but for my project I used my own French version and
translated only those passages that I quoted directly.

Appendix B: List of character names and alternate spellings
In this list, I use the abbreviations BS, BK, and DK, to refer to Innes’s three
versions: Bamba Suso, Banna Kanute, and Dembo Kanute. I likewise use the
abbreviations FDS and DTC to refer respectively to Fa-Digi Sisòkò and Djanka Tassey
Condé. This list is not exhaustive because many more versions exist that I do not refer to
specifically in this project. However, the purpose is simply to give the reader a sense of
the more common spellings and their variants.
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Character
(DTC)
Sunjata

Role/relationship

Alternative names/spellings

Heir to the throne of Niani,
founder of Mande Empire

Sogolon
Condé

Mother of hero (with him in
exile)

Maghan
Konfara

Father of hero

Sogolon
Kolonkan

Sister of hero (with him in
exile)

Manden Bori

Brother of hero (with him in
exile)
Half-brother and rival for the
throne
Chief opponent

Son-jara (FDS), Soundjata (Niane), Soudiata (Laye),
Mari Djata (Hamdun and King 2010: 102), Diata
(Laye), Sogolon Diata (Laye). The affricate [dʒ] is
usually written in French with the letters ‘di’ or ‘dj’,
but in English as ‘j’ (like in the case of the alternate
spelling djembe vs. jembe)
Sukulung Konte (BS, BK), Sogolon Wulen Condé
(DTC), So’olon (DTC), Sugulun Kòndè (Belcher,
FDS), Sogolon Kutuma (Kesteloot), Sogolon Kédjou
(Kesteloot)
Maghan Kon Fatta (Niane, Laye), Fata Kung
Makhang (BS), Naareng Makhan Konnate (BK), Fara
Magan (FDS).
Nyakhaleng Juma Suukhp (BS), Nene Faamaga (BK),
Sugulun Kulunkan (FDS) Sogolon-Kanko (Laye).
Some accounts (Laye, Niane) list two sisters for
Sunjata – his half-sister Nana Triban (also, in Laye’s
version Nana Triban is the seducer, not Kolonkan),
and his full sister Sogolon Kolonkan. The FDS
version reports a Nakana Tiliba among Sunjata’s aunts
and also among the nine witches.
Baate Manding Bukari (DK), Manding Bory (Niane)

Dankaran
Tuman
Sumaworo
Kanté
The Buffalo
Woman (Do
Kamissa)
Fakoli
Koroma
Keleya
Konkon

Aunt of hero (sacrifices her
life to the two hunters in
order that Sogolon might be
married)
General (also the nephew of
Sumaworo)
Wife of Fakoli

Dankaran Touman (Niane, Laye)
Sumanguru (BS), Susu Sumanguru Baamagana (BK),
Sumamuru (FDS), Soumaoro (Niane), Soumaoro
Diarrasso (Laye)
Du Kamisa (FDS), Dookamisa (Kesteloot)

Faa Koli (BK, DK), Fa-Koli (FDS)
DK does not give the name of Fakoli’s wife, but notes
that the incident occurred in a town called Kiliya
(277). FDS’s version describes the incident, but does
not name the woman.

Appendix C: Comparison of Condé’s, Sisòkò’s, and Niane’s foodrelated passages
This chart offers the reader a visual representation of the food-related passages. I
have bolded the lines where all three versions include the same episode.
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Condé (base text for this
project)
xxx
Lines 354-353
Sansun Bérété prepares food for
her brother.

Do Kamissa is denied land that
should have been her inheritance
Lines 762-786
Two hunters must make a sacrifice
of roasted peanuts

Lines 972-1064
Two hunters bring chicken
sauce with rice to the Buffalo
Woman.

Lines 1844-1870
Sogolon gives her husband kola
nuts in water on her wedding
night.

xxx

Lines 1903-1914
The women cook chicken for the
new bride. The men are jealous
that the women are getting all the
recognition from preparing
chicken, so they prepare a goat.
Lines 2086-2190
Insult to Sogolon, Sunjata walks
and uproots the baobab.

Sisòkò
xxx

xxx

Lines 394-407
Du Kamisa is excluded from a
meal. She turns herself into a
buffalo for revenge.
xxx

Lines 522-555
The two hunters bring Du
Kamisa goat-meat with rice.
She lists the crops that she
destroyed. They give her
boiled eggs.

Niane
A hunter share his game with
the king and then prophecies
about the future son (pages 1820)
xxx

xxx

xxx

Two hunters share their
dried meat with an old
woman and she tells them
how to kill the buffalo (pages
24-25)

xxx

xxx

Lines 1055-1073
The women sent to announce
the birth of Saman Bérété’s son
take the food offered to them
before delivering their message
and while they are eating
Sugulun Kondé’s messanger
refuses food, and announces
Son-Jara’s birth first.

At the birth of Sunjata, meat is
distributed to the people, in
celebration (page35).

xxx

xxx

Lines 1290-1530
Same as Condé’s

Same as Condé’s, but the cowife in question is Sassouma
Bérété (pages 42-47).
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Lines 2200-2289
Jelimusoni Tunku Manyan
Diawara informs Sunjata that
nine sorceresses have been hired
by Dankaran Tuman to kill him
in exchange for meat. Sunjata
avoids death by providing even
more meat than that promised
by Dankaran Tuman.
Lines 3459-3516
Sogolon Kolonkan meets the
delegation in the market

Lines 1910-2010
Sumamuru sacrifices a bull to
the nine witches in order that
they might kill Son-Jara. One
of them, Nakana Tiliba warns
Son-Jara, who gives them
nine water-buffalos.

Sassouma Bérété tries to
have Sunjata killed by 9
witches, by getting them to
plunder Sogolon’s vegetable
garden. Sunjata gives them
meat and avoids death (pages
52-53).

Lines 2238-2271
Sugulun’s servant buys the
ingredients and brings them
to her, but says she doesn’t
know what they are. Sugulun
recognizes them and sends
her servant back to bring the
merchants to her.

Same as Condé’s
(pages 83-86)

Lines 3517-3596
Sogolon Kolonkan has no meat, so
she takes the internal organs from
her brothers’ game and cooks it.
Conflict erupts
Lines 4451-4541
Keleya Konkon outcooks all the
wives of Sumaworo.

Lines 2272-2376
Same as Condé’s

Lines 2746-2765
Same as Condé’s, but the wife
is not named, nor is her
interaction with Sumamuru’s
wives described.

xxx

Same as Condé’s, but less
detail (page 80)
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